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Abstract 
 
This thesis examines the current and potential inclusion of real estate professionals in 
the creative placemaking process, noting the role of residential real estate marketing, its 
language and methods, and opportunities for partnership between individuals working to 
attract homebuyers to a developing area and those who are working to make that area the 
most inclusive and culturally rich that it can be.  
Focusing on Philadelphia, PA, Asheville, NC, and Easthampton, MA, three areas of 
disparate size, each undergoing a hearty creative placemaking process, this work seeks to 
determine how and if residential real estate could be leveraged in arts-based community 
building, leading to a community populated with home owners who better understand and 
support the burgeoning arts culture and environment that is being created.  
The research conducted herein finds that the presence of arts and culture activities in a 
community are an agreed-upon asset to that area’s real estate professionals, increasing 
property values and attracting potential buyers. Unequivocally, there is a more active role that 
might be played by real estate professionals in the shifting definition of creative placemaking, 
the mindful application of the gentrification process, and the nurturing of the creative economy 
by attracting arts-interested home owners to an area that is undergoing conscious 
development.  
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Introduction 
 
While the phrase ‘Creative Placemaking’ was not in my vocabulary prior to attending 
graduate school, it took only one introduction to the concept for me to realize that I had been 
attracted to certain places in my life due to the presence of this process. It is not a new idea; 
this is an instance of a phrase being coined around a process that is already established. The 
arts have long been at the core of community development and attractiveness, with cities 
drawing artists who seek to live cheaply and comment through their work on the vastness of 
human existence from within variable concentrations of population, cultures, and experiences.  
While there has been resurgence in recent years of these arts-based attempts to invigorate 
communities, Creative Placemaking is, to some minds, simply a rebranding of the arts-based 
development that began heavily in the 1970’s (Ashley, 2015). 
The more I learned about the current incarnation of this concept I realized that I had 
incidentally lived in three areas undergoing efforts to leverage the presence of healthy arts 
communities to attract tourists and residents alike. Indeed, one of the main reasons that I 
decided to attend graduate school for Arts Administration in Philadelphia was due to the 
reputation the city had for being widely artistic, very affordable, and in an intense growth 
period rife with creative opportunities. I was coming from a theatre background, interested in 
continuing on a path to company management, and the vast collection of theatre companies in 
Philadelphia excited me.  
Each of the places examined for this thesis are currently involved in a creative 
placemaking process of varying degree and scope. Easthampton, Massachusetts is a small 
former mill town in the picturesque Pioneer Valley. With a current population of 16,036 
(Census.gov, 2014), this small town has long been the little neighbor of the more widely-touted 
arts center of Northampton, Massachusetts; my hometown, full disclosure. Since the 1980’s, 
Easthampton has been home to a small underground artists enclave, with many of them selling 
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their work at arts festivals like Paradise City Festival in Northampton, and larger outlets in 
Boston and nationwide. Only in the last decade has Easthampton begun to grow its own 
reputation as an arts town, with festivals like Art Walk and new spaces being converted into 
affordable artist housing (Everett, 2014). As I learned through my interview process, the town 
has built arts development into the municipal planning office, allowing the profile of the arts 
scene in Easthampton to grow with the support of business owners and local government 
personnel alike.  
Asheville, North Carolina has a long history of artists and arts communities. Long before 
it was known as one of the foremost arts destinations in the Southeast, it was the mountain 
home of artists seeking quiet and seclusion to create. It was also one of the first sites of 
informal arts-therapy, with patients suffering from tuberculosis and other ailments flocking to 
the mountain air to rock quietly on the hospital porch, paint the beautiful vistas and write. 
Some of the most famous among these are Zelda Fitzgerald and James Taylor, with many other 
notables besides.  
Asheville is no longer the quaint escape that it once was, with a current population close 
to 85,783 (Census.gov, 2014), having grown by over 4,000 in the last four years alone. Still 
boasting a reputation for artists and arts organizations, the town has struggled recently with 
supporting its arts sector, opting instead to pour money into the accommodations and eateries 
spurred by their creative placemaking process (Boyle & Barrett, 2015; Cronin, 2015). Even in the 
titled ‘River Arts District,’ artists are being evicted from long-standing studio buildings as those 
buildings are sold to out-of-town developers to be turned into condos and other amenities 
(Patrick, 2016). Many artists are seeking greater support from the city, from affordable housing 
to living wages, though so far the response from the local government has been slow (Fraboni, 
2015). Arts organizations have continued to operate, though growth of these has not been as 
robust as it might be with greater financial attention. Much of Asheville’s population is 
seasonal, with wealthy homeowners who visit in the summer and leave their homes vacant for 
much of the year.  
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is a unique place among the three, as it does not easily wrap 
up into one demographic description. While Easthampton and Asheville are predominantly 
white, Philadelphia is an expansive blend of cultures and colors, as is every city in the United 
States. With a population of approximately 1.5 million, growing for the first time in over four 
decades (Pew, 2014), the city is drawing a great deal of attention for its arts and culture scenes. 
Fast becoming an alternative to the expensive living costs of nearby New York City, Philadelphia 
is drawing young, affluent people at high rates.  
As with any city, both current and incoming residents have a wide range of expectations 
and needs with regard to housing, culture, entertainment, and more. Philadelphia is widely 
known as a city of neighborhoods, with each one currently going through its own form of 
creative placemaking. From the more obvious processes of spaces like Fish Town and Point 
Breeze, to the lesser championed developments in Brewerytown and Strawberry Mansion, the 
city is developing at a rate that can hardly be described before it has shifted. With a high 
incidence of art schools and related programs close to center city, such as the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts and the University of the Arts, and the most prolific public art collection in 
the country (VisitPhilly.com, 2016), Philadelphia is embracing the arts and culture of its 
community writ large and seeing the tourism and development that inevitably follow.  
As soon as I learned about creative placemaking, its blurry edges and shifting definition, 
I was intrigued by the possibilities encapsulated in the process. The relatively recent official 
labeling of these arts-centric efforts drew a great deal of attention, and though the phrase is 
not yet widely known, it takes only a rudimentary explanation before one is nodding along, 
understanding the gist of what the phrase means. As Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa, two of 
the leading academics on the subject explain: 
In creative placemaking, partners from public, private, non-profit, and community 
sectors strategically shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood, town, 
city, or region around arts and cultural activities. Creative placemaking animates public 
and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes, improves local business 
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viability and public safety, and brings diverse people together to celebrate, inspire, and 
be inspired. (Markusen and Gadwa, 2010, pg. 3) 
Theatre management dreams faded as I considered where the creative placemaking process 
was headed with regard to the creative economy, and my professional plans shifted to 
encompass working on further defining and developing the role of the arts in the creative 
placemaking process.  
It is this meeting of “partners from public, private, non-profit, and community sectors” 
that makes creative placemaking such a valuable situation for arts organizations and interests 
to be involved with. Long undervalued, the arts sector has an opportunity through the creative 
development of communities and spaces to shine a light on its own value, both literal and 
figurative. Through partnerships, arts leaders can insert their practice and effort into ventures 
that draw greater funding and long-term support, subsidizing the grants that allow most arts-
efforts to operate with additional support from complimentary sectors.  
Long dissatisfied with the negligible financial support of the arts in this country, I was 
excited to learn that there was an existing framework within which partnerships were being 
sought and accomplished. I was inspired to study what was already coming to the table through 
the creative placemaking process, finding the gamut of city government officials to loft-dwelling 
artists, and in considering who had not yet been fully activated, I found the crux of my thesis 
question. While communities were undergoing rigorous creative placemaking efforts, often 
resulting in the gentrification that would become the most unanticipated part of my research, 
there was a lack of attention being paid to the specifics of who was moving into these 
communities, and how those moving in might be encouraged to choose their move in location 
as a result of these efforts, or at least aware be of them, as opposed to merely coinciding with 
them through the gentrification machine.  
Community-building begins with, and should be focused on, the existing inhabitants of a 
place, with efforts growing around what that community needs and desires. However, if this 
might be considered phase one of the creative placemaking process, attracting equally 
interested community members to buy homes, once the place has inevitably begun to attract 
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attention, is a vital second phase of the process. Part of this effort becomes attracting people to 
buy homes in the community who are arts-inclined, as well as encouraging that inclination in 
the community’s current residents. Engaging these groups in tandem can lead to a 
neighborhood with a strong level of inclusiveness and a more cohesive identity. Local arts 
organizations can be proactive in these efforts by embracing their own role in the process, 
seeking other proponents of development in the community, and building relationships with 
groups that also have a stake in that community’s growth and success. 
One such group is the real estate professionals who are working in the area. Realtors are 
uniquely positioned to be an asset to the creative placemaking process. While the focal point 
for this facet of community development is largely financially driven, this does not preclude the 
possibility that a loose partnership, or at least awareness, could be built between the arts 
interests and the real estate sector to increase the visibility of the arts-related benefits in that 
community and the ongoing work that is being done to sustainably develop the arts culture 
there. Realtors are especially poised to act as an entry-point into the community, boasting a 
knowledge of the place, and a set of internal connections that have been built for the very 
purpose of “selling” that neighborhood or area to potential homebuyers.  
Often the first point of contact for people considering a specific neighborhood to live in, 
after they have heard about it from friends, is the real estate listing. Especially in Philadelphia, 
where the majority of living spaces are listed through a real estate agent/agency, or in 
Asheville, where many residents are relocating to the area from out of state, the language used 
in the listing and the picture painted by the realtor can be valuable to the creative development 
interests hoping to attract arts inclined people to their city. While the reputation of both places 
is ripe with arts opportunities, the development of specific neighborhoods who identify 
themselves as arts-centers within the greater area is contingent on the inhabitants being 
supportive and aware of the arts-based businesses and activities in that community.  
During the decline of the housing market during the great recession, realtors had to dig 
deeper to act as liaisons to potential clients, crafting a better understanding of a place and 
collecting positive points to mention in an effort to advocate for a property and close the sale. 
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As the housing market continues to recover (Jennings, 2015), real estate professionals have not 
lost this attention to detail, and have carried this increased depth through to their current 
work. While incentive is a tricky element to partnering with realtors in any business venture, as 
their investment often ends once the dotted line has been signed upon, there are ways to 
extend this investment, especially in rapidly expanding markets, where one sale may be the tip 
of the iceberg for that realtor. In fact, throughout the interview process associated with this 
work, the real estate professionals questioned agreed across the board that the arts were not 
only raising property value with their presence in an area, but were also an excellent entry 
point for the realtors themselves to better understand the community and talk about the living 
situation confidently with prospective buyers.  
People associated with the arts sector have a tendency to see their own field, work, and 
impact very clearly, but often stop short of examining their role in the bigger picture of 
economic development, not having been greatly encouraged in this regard from a business 
development standpoint. Prominent researchers in the field, such as Mark J. Stern and Susan C. 
Seifert of the School of Public Policy at the University of Pennsylvania, hope that their work will 
impact the isolation of arts-related research. They are in the midst of conducting a large scale 
study of how arts and culture entities interact with livability factors. Through their livability 
index study in 2013, they suggest the adoption of a “social wellbeing perspective” by those in 
the arts and culture sectors and beyond, which would “mean[s] that we no longer need to 
choose between intrinsic and instrumental; [that] the arts and culture are both part of social 
wellbeing and associated with other aspects of it” (Stern & Seifert, 2013, pg. 8). 
Now that we as a society have been through the worst recession since the Great 
Depression, the business sector is under even more intense scrutiny, with society as a whole 
demanding that impacts and outcomes be measured and quantified more clearly across 
sectors, especially with regard to the allocation of tax-supported funding. Arts organizations 
and creative entities find themselves having to make a greater effort to demonstrate their 
economic impact in numbers and figures, especially concerning processes like creative 
placemaking, to receive the funding that they have always depended on to succeed. While the 
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demand to measure economic impact is not new, and a failure to do so has potentially stymied 
some of the progress that the arts sector has sought with regard to financial support and 
economic acceptance, the rise of creative placemaking partnerships and the inherent attention 
to the specific contributions of the arts-rooted partners, has refocused a magnifying glass on 
economic benefit. 
Many professionals in the arts and culture field, and beyond, agree that the outputs and 
outcomes of creative placemaking are inherently good, though others continue to question and 
seek more concrete evidence of the positive impacts and point out the many pitfalls. Largely, 
the activities of creative placemaking benefit a community, draw attention from necessary 
developmental entities, and build partnerships between organizations whose goals can be 
aligned to move neighborhood building efforts forward, from simple beautification to more 
complex business-corridor development. These efforts enliven a community and focus on 
creating public and private spaces that are welcoming, comfortable, and purposeful. They push 
to unite people in the common cause of improving living situations and physical spaces, 
bringing the community up together and aiming to be widely impactful through the presence of 
the arts and arts-related services (Markusen, 2010). “With respect to change over time, cultural 
asset accumulation was [found to be] associated with above average increases in economic 
wellbeing between 2000 and 2005-09” (Stern & Seifert, 2013, pg. 81). The renewed interest in 
the arts as a tool to build community success is benefitting neighborhoods across the United 
States and abroad.  
 
This purported positive impact is called into question with regard to how creative 
placemaking can negatively interact with communities that have more complex demographics 
and histories. In recent years, the arts sector has been implicated more directly in causing 
gentrification through creative placemaking efforts and, in some estimations, suggesting with 
these efforts that there is something that must be changed or improved to build the value of a 
space, widening gaps between underprivileged, existing community residents and higher-
income residents who move in as a result of the more “attractive” features generated by 
creative placemaking. As more communities are touched by this process, the question arises as 
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to who the main beneficiaries of these efforts are, and what role arts interests truly play in 
gentrification. Some criticism has been aimed at the seemingly unavoidable relationship 
between creative placemaking and subsequent economic development, largely calling out the 
negative aspects. The arts have long been seen as a sector that appeals to people of a certain 
class, and while there are many efforts aimed at every level of society, the time and inclination 
to appreciate and take part in arts opportunities is understandably stratified. As a recent white 
paper from a Philadelphia Federal Reserve study describes,  
Gentrification brings increased investment and middle-class households to previously 
distressed low-income neighborhoods. Gentrification also may be accompanied by 
improved public infrastructure and services, increased amenities, new developments, 
and rehabilitated properties, potentially increasing the well-being and residential 
satisfaction of existing residents and enhancing the tax base of cities (Ding, Hwang, 
Divringi, 2015, pg. 25).  
While the timing of these improvements can cast a negative pall over the effects of 
gentrification on existing residents in the gentrifying community, with many critics and 
researchers indicating that much of the attention to infrastructure and others issues only 
follows the influx of white residents, the improvements themselves are a positive change that 
could be felt by all (Freeman, 2006).  
It is this question of timing that unavoidably tinges some definitions of gentrification 
with more detrimental concepts and language. Lance Freeman, a leading researcher and prolific 
writer on the subject, went further in his 2005 study to describe gentrification by Daniel J. 
Hammel and Elvin K. Wyly’s (1996, pg. 250) definition as “the replacement of low income, 
inner-city working class residents by middle- or upper-class households, either through the 
market for existing housing or demolition to make way for new upscale housing construction” 
(Freeman, 2005, pg. 469). The definition of gentrification is caught between its cause and effect 
here, being taken to mean both the developmental aspects of the concept, as well as their 
repercussions on the existing population of gentrifying areas. Thus, the spectrum of effects, 
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positive to negative, remains frustratingly wide for those who are working to mitigate the more 
negative aspects.  
While gentrification is not without benefits, such as bringing in new jobs through 
business growth, kick-starting beautification projects that often lead to increased feelings of 
safety, and revitalizing vacant buildings and run-down properties to stimulate relocation to that 
area (Abbiss, 2010), the issue as it relates to the arts is that creative placemaking often occurs 
alongside other efforts to develop a neighborhood, drawing attention that may reflect poorly 
on the intentions of the arts sector. The definition of gentrification, while at times limited to a 
view of the process as merely a beneficial influx of business interest and adjacent infrastructure 
improvement, more often includes the interaction between economic and social classes as they 
encounter development efforts.  
The white paper from the Philadelphia Federal Reserve defined the concept of 
gentrification more in line with this latter understanding, saying that gentrification “has often 
been used to describe such neighborhood changes that are characterized by the influx of new 
residents of a higher socioeconomic status relative to incumbent residents and rising housing 
values” (Ding, Hwang, Divringi, 2015, pg. 1). Freeman puts it more bluntly, saying that 
gentrification is “the process by which decline and disinvestments in inner-city neighborhoods 
are reversed…by attracting middle-class residents and spurring investment” (Freeman, 2005, 
pg. 436). By either definition, the result is often the attraction of new residents to the 
neighborhood who do not care or know about the history, the current community, or the 
culture, but are attracted only by the still-affordable “new spot.” 
While arts organizations would argue that their interests are not financially driven, 
precluding them from the depth of participation in the gentrification process that some 
indicate, there remains an association that cannot be entirely avoided. There is an opportunity 
for arts and culture interests to embrace their involvement as a potentially beneficial impact on 
gentrification, as these organizations are often the bridge between pre-existing and newly 
arriving residents. Stern and Seifert encourage arts leaders and supporters to point out that 
while “the arts are not a magic bullet that can overcome the role of profound social and 
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economic inequality [highlighted by gentrification]...cultural engagement does…make a 
significant contribution to the wellbeing of urban communities—often mitigating, rather than 
eliminating, the impact of inequality and social exclusion” (Stern & Seifert, 2013, pg. 59).  
As many in the arts sector shy away from being associated with gentrification, or rail 
against such suggestions, the fact remains that the arts are part of what makes a community 
attractive and valuable. Though this is not always recognized by many in the business sector, it 
does not mean that the effect is not a strong one. The arts can combat the negative association 
with gentrification by embracing the positive effects of it and working to curate a community 
that continues to care about what is being built. There is an insular nature in the arts sector, 
and this has kept arts and culture interests from being appreciated and valued on the level that 
they deserve.  
Moving beyond the economic benefits, recent studies have also found that creative 
placemaking efforts and the location of arts and culture organizations in gentrifying 
neighborhoods can positively impact the lives of both pre-existing and potential residents. In 
many communities, arts and culture activities provide an opportunity for residents to come 
together, increasing their awareness of one another and involving them in the changing 
landscape of their neighborhood. Much of the fear around gentrification is the historical fact 
that the process can be divisive and literally unsettling. While there is still a great deal of 
argument over the displacement numbers of this process, there is little doubt that 
displacement does occur. While artists and arts organizations cannot mitigate the economic 
demand on residents with regard to housing costs, they can impact the overall culture of a 
place by continuing to provide a space for “face to face connection” which has been found to 
be “associated with higher school effectiveness, lower crime, and lower social stress” (Stern & 
Seifert, 2013, pg. 81), among other impacts; according to their study, “participation in local 
organizations fosters a civic life that generates a variety of benefits for local residents” (Stern & 
Seifert, 2013, pg. 77). 
Spearheading unique relationships, such as one with real estate professionals working in 
the same communities, will allow the deep value and true intentions of creative placemaking to 
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be more widely understood in community development. As luck would have it, gentrification 
and creative placemaking are currently heavily illuminated in the societal conversations being 
had across the country, making it an opportune time for the arts sector to embrace and 
trumpet their role in this process, encouraging the positive effects of gentrification over the 
negative, and engaging unorthodox partners in this effort.  
 
Research Questions 
 
The initial question of whether there is an opportunity for a relationship to be forged 
between the arts sector and the real estate sector was answered quickly through early 
conversations around my thesis topic. However, many more questions arose about how to 
build this relationship, and subsequently how to utilize the connections being made. Realtors 
build their network of people and information to support their largely commission based 
livelihood, and are thereby open to learning more about the communities in which they 
operate, as it simultaneously expands their ability to knowledgeably converse with potential 
clients. Both buyers and sellers want to work with someone who knows the area. This brings 
the question: in what ways can creative planners insert themselves into this real estate process 
and encourage realtors to indirectly attract people to the area who might be interested in 
participating in and supporting arts and culture activities that are a part of the existing 
community dynamic? Can the gentrification process be curated to embrace the positive 
elements of development and eschew some of the negatives?  
The question then became whether it is possible for a community to maintain its 
identity and culture through the gentrification process and beyond? Is there a curative measure 
that can be taken up without making people feel like puppets in a process that was meant to be 
uplifting? What does that next phase of the creative placemaking process look like, once the 
tipping point has been approached and the changes to a community are coming fast and 
furious? Real estate agents make a living by selling property to the highest bidder. If 
gentrification is at its core an issue of income inequality, it would follow that the real estate 
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sector must be motivated by pricing people out. For both the creative placemaking process and 
real estate sales to be successful, the gentrification process would have to stop short of forcing 
those who already live in the community to yield it to those who can pay more for the 
properties whose value is being raised by the influx of arts and culture (Borrup, 2006). Is there a 
role to be played by the real estate sector in controlling and contributing to that rising culture? 
Or is it too much to ask that there be any hindrance to making as much profit as possible, 
regardless of casualties? Is it possible to involve real estate professionals without raising 
concerns of steering? There are moments where the mission of the arts sector and that of the 
real estate sector align, but for how long and in how actionable a way?  
Ultimately, the question becomes how the creative placemaking interests and real 
estate professionals can utilize the arts presence in the marketing of local properties to curate a 
community that is largely populated with home owners who have a vested interest in the arts 
culture of their neighborhood, town, or city. The benefits for each side become vital to 
understand while continuing to explore the possibilities for partnership. For the arts 
organizations, drawing people to the neighborhood that care about the presence of the arts 
and want to support the continuation of the creative placemaking process, and ostensibly want 
to see the culture of that community maintained and built upon, is a major motivator.  
For the real estate sector, realtors are able to enhance the presumed market value of 
their properties by sharing the artistic culture of the community through their marketing 
language and client conversations. The use of arts-related descriptive language in more real 
estate listings would encourage the image of the community as an arts center, attracting buyers 
who find that to be an important attribute. For the buyer, better understanding the community 
that they are looking at making a home in can improve their buyer satisfaction and ensure that 
they are getting exactly what they want for their money. While there will always be people who 
do not care about the cultural makeup of their neighborhood, and are driven only by status and 
price, more people might find themselves thinking about buying differently if they were offered 
more descriptors in the process. It is difficult to assess how people would react when this 
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marketing tool is not being fully utilized, or when arts organizations do not think to 
communicate with this facet of the community development process.  
 
Methodology 
 
Unanswered questions around the current interaction between real estate professionals 
and the arts presence in their operating regions led to a deep dive into how the arts are viewed 
by this subset of sales people. Real estate agents vary widely in how they come to work in this 
particular field, and initial interviews only corroborated this notion. However, as I continued my 
research, definite trends began to show in the initially random seeming connection between 
realtors and the arts organizations and community builders in the areas of study.  
The main question at the beginning of this thesis is whether realtors utilize the presence 
of arts and culture happenings in a community to attract homebuyers. It seemed obvious to 
me, as an arts lover, that a developing arts core was creating neighborhoods and cities that 
were attractive to young people, relocating families, and retirees, suggesting that mentioning 
the arts presence in any location were among the attributes that a home had to offer. I initially 
reached out to realtors in Philadelphia from an array of firms, to gain an understanding of 
where “the arts” ranked in their selling points when conversing with buyers. I conducted the 
interviews from the same base questions, adjusting for variable backgrounds and adding 
questions on the fly that were sparked by our conversation.  
I interviewed residential realtors, as well as one commercial realtor, who provided a 
valuable overview of the non-profit arts community through her work as a go-to contact for 
organizations looking to locate or relocate within the city. I then transcribed and coded my 
interviews, pulling out common themes and charting ideas and opinions that were later 
supported through subsequent literary research. The coding process displayed an interesting 
pattern of responses, unanimous in some cases, and invariably divergent in others.  
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Limited by distance and time, I conducted a survey of realtors in the Keller Williams 
office in downtown Asheville, North Carolina, asking them similar questions about how the 
presence of arts and culture opportunities in the area factored into their conversations with 
prospective buyers. Asheville is known as an “arts town,” so the survey additionally asked how 
often buyers initiated conversations about the arts presence when deciding which 
neighborhood or suburb to buy in. The survey results were mapped to note spikes in agreement 
or dissent on each question, with a total of nine unique respondents. I was able to supplement 
the responses with an interview of one realtor in the firm who was not only acquaintance, but 
also a fellow actor in the community Shakespeare troupe that I had been active in when I lived 
in Asheville.  
My study of current literature on the subjects of creative placemaking and gentrification 
garnered a richer understanding of the process that a place goes through as the arts develop 
and take root in the activities and lives of the community members. I spoke with executive 
directors of local CDC’s, who felt that part of their work was to craft an image of the place for 
outside consumption, i.e. visitors, renters, and homebuyers. While the literature often did not 
speak to the specific potential of realtors as liaisons for the community, the picture painted was 
one that led to an influx of new inhabitants, thus ostensibly skipping over the questions that 
this thesis seeks to answer. 
Literature Review 
Overview of Creative Placemaking 
 
The presence of arts and culture organizations and venues is one of the main anchors of 
the creative placemaking process in a community (Carr & Servon, 2009). There is a natural 
inclination for organizations to locate themselves in a neighborhood that appears amenable to 
the style and subject of the work being produced. Likewise, there is a draw for arts 
organizations to be present in neighborhoods that are in motion, embarking on new creative 
developments. While the argument can be made that the arts are often a precursor to cultural 
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development of an area that does not mean that the existing culture must be diminished by the 
changes.  
Creative placemaking should be an effort to build upon an existing foundation, no 
matter how slight or niche that foundation may appear at the outset. Art is in a unique position 
to mirror and draw out the culture of a community, strengthening it through visibility and 
generating conversation (Borrup, 2006). Artistic expression has always been a driver of social 
understanding, and the role of the arts in creative placemaking is this drive married with an 
intention to further develop a community, especially with regard to livability, culture, and 
character. Art is a more malleable business, able to relate to an existing culture, even while 
bringing new ideas and perspectives into that culture.  
What separates creative placemaking as a development strategy is that the inclusion of 
the arts in the process brings a legitimate sense of caring about the existing culture; a desire to 
support, highlight, and develop it without squashing the history. Art has always stemmed from 
the people, made for the people, to say something about our human state of being. When 
artists move into a community, they are the ones to begin pointing out things about that place, 
shedding light on income inequality, sharing portraits of people living there, highlighting the 
run-down buildings housing a broken history, breaking open the hidden interconnectedness of 
an invisible culture, and so much more. Without the arts, many people do not take the time to 
see and understand our human condition, lacking the empathy and thoughtfulness that makes 
human beings unique animals. As art is introduced into communities where previous efforts to 
develop and improve the surround have failed or fallen off, new approaches are generated, 
often leading to a resurgence of financial interest (Eisinger, 2000). Art therefore becomes the 
vehicle driving a new approach to economic problems that had been deemed too large to 
address, and this new approach often leads to positive change (Florida, 2012). 
However, the arts and culture sector is often viewed as too inwardly focused; one that is 
aware of its own importance and value, but not always adept at communicating or sharing that 
value with the larger business community. Breaking away from this limited viewpoint, seeing 
the larger picture of urban development and claiming a positive place in that picture can 
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benefit both sides of the development equation (Markusen, 2014). At this juncture, arts 
interests often see themselves as advocates for the people, but fall short of being an active 
member of the development team in a community, which in effect undermines their advocacy. 
Arts leaders can help to represent the local interests with that larger team of “community 
development practitioners, local merchants, bankers, policy makers, community residents, 
entrepreneurs,” city officials and legislators, and other development interests (Carr & Servon, 
2009, pg. 3). These interests often serve potential residents, looking to shape the place in new 
ways, as opposed to focusing on current residents and meeting the needs that have been 
created through prior disinvestment and municipal disinterest.  
 While art is leveraged to represent the existing community and highlight the supports 
that are lacking, without embodying the role of a major player on the development team, often 
for fear of being categorized as financially motivated, arts interests allow those who embrace 
that motivation to steamroll over the existing culture, rather than helping that community 
financially develop in a healthy way that does not alienate the existing population. Even strict 
critics of gentrification acknowledge that there is a measure of positive impact in the process, 
that if cultivated could bend the over-arching impact to a more widely beneficial skew.  
Freeman notes that “Gentrification brings with it increased investment and middle-class 
households to formerly forlorn neighborhoods. This could potentially enhance the tax base of 
many central cities and perhaps increase socioeconomic integration as well. After decades of 
disinvestment and middle-class flight, these benefits from the gentrification should not be 
overlooked” (Freeman, 2005, pg. 488). Arts interests, understanding the fine line wrought by 
gentrification between benefit and harm, are in a position to have a greater impact towards the 
former, and potentially ameliorate some of the less inclusive impacts of economic development 
(Stern & Seifert, 2013). 
One point to be made is that there is a great difference between formal and informal 
arts districts undergoing the creative placemaking process (Chapel, Jackson, Martin, 2010; 
Stern, Seifert, 2010). Local government and business interests often identify an area that is 
primed for development, due to its location, demographic trends, and so on, and this area 
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begins to see signs of their attention (Smith, 2006), such as the neighborhood receiving a new 
name, advertisements being placed to draw attention to future plans, and even real estate 
purchasing and building that precedes market demand. Build first; sell later, if you will. This 
would be considered a formal arts district, identified by financially driven plans and a carefully 
orchestrated framework of development. Informal arts districts are those that arise from an 
organic local interest in the arts, and a demand for more cultural opportunities. The latter is 
often more likely to maintain what may be referred to as a ‘vernacular culture’ (Carr & Servon, 
2009), while the former is more often the model to push out current residents due to an utter 
loss of and change in the culture of their neighborhood, or wild increases in perceived property 
value and price, amongst other contributing factors.  
There have also been suggestions to change the creative placemaking model altogether. 
The concept of cultural clusters, a scattering of arts enclaves, as an alternative to a cultural 
district is aimed at widening the reach and focus of arts organizations, creating less of a 
community building model, and more of a diffusive approach to the arts. It has been suggested 
that this may keep new artistic ventures, and subsequent development, from overpowering 
one community culture, and allow artistic input to be seen as an intrinsic part of a city, rather 
than something that merely exists in art-centers designated by business interests (Stern & 
Seifert, 2010).  
Pulling from a wider audience and marketing the arts in one neighborhood to many 
different communities would be a more organic approach, with the same economic benefits to 
the city as a whole. While this is certainly an alternative to creative placemaking, there is 
something lost when that community focus is separated from arts-based development. The 
opportunity for the arts to become a more ingrained part of business development shrinks, 
keeping the arts sector in an insular pattern that has not served the sector well in the past. The 
suggestion that the cultural cluster model lessens the concerns about community rejection of 
the arts organization, or failure of that organization entirely, is also refuted by the history of 
arts organizations trying to go it alone in the business market.  
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One way that arts organizations can be beneficial within either model, is by more 
carefully laying out their goals for being a part of the community development process and 
their goals for the developing area as a whole (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010). Creative 
placemaking can have very positive effects, but a clearer plan for the future and evaluation of 
the process will allow organizations to rise above the mud-slinging about who is causing 
gentrification, and show their motives to be not only community focused, but also attainable 
through community support and involvement. Formal development efforts, which often have a 
large amount of capital behind their success, are very different from the informal development 
efforts that artists and arts interests see themselves as a proponent of. The arts sector can be a 
leader in community development efforts, but this will require a more proactive and planned 
out approach than many arts organizations are accustomed to (Stern, Seifert, 2013).  
One of the reasons that the presence of artists organically leads to informal arts-centers 
is that artists see themselves as part of the community, and often draw inspiration from the 
space and culture that is directly around them, mirroring it to people who might not have the 
inclination to consider the neighborhood as having a specific identity (Nicodemus, 2013). Due 
to audience development and funding concerns, arts organizations are often most aware of 
their constituency, which would be a grounding benefit to any development project, as well as 
an incentive for developers to seek their opinion. If art can continue to draw attention to 
current residents, address local needs through building awareness, and create ownership 
opportunities, while simultaneously embracing the business development side of the equation, 
the actions of that sector could be the major balancing force (Carr & Servon, 2009). This would 
impact the gentrification process potentially drawing it towards the positive side of the 
spectrum that gentrification exists on.  
Overview of Gentrification 
 
Arts organizations are in a unique position to see both sides of the gentrification 
argument, positive and negative, and benefit from a more carefully curated gentrification 
process, in which the arts take an active role in the economic development of the space that 
they are operating in. The tendency of urban development to lead to homogenization in a 
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community has led to an understandable lack of support for the development process. James 
Carr and Lisa Servon go so far as to assert that “failure to nurture the authentic flavor of these 
neighborhoods will ultimately arrest cities’ abilities to attract…tourism dollars” (Carr & Servon, 
2009, pg. 2). Creative placemaking is only one facet of this process, and yet has been lumped in 
with much of the overarching discontent around it. Arts organizations often draw their scope of 
development too small, only seeing and taking advantage of their role in attracting the arts-
inclined members of the community (Carr & Servon, 2009). Reaching beyond their comfort 
zone and inserting their operations into the larger development picture can paint a new face on 
urban development as a whole, making a more inclusive and approachable proposition. This 
requires creative partnering and opening the arts conversation up to include more of the 
community assets that impact the arts.  
Many in the arts sector can speak at length about how an arts presence can impact 
other businesses when they are trying to make an argument for financial support, but they do 
not point out these valuable relationships when it comes to business development around the 
creative placemaking process. A loss of local or “vernacular” culture has been indicated as a 
reason that support is lacking for urban development (Carr & Servon, 2009), and the unique 
understanding that arts organizations have of that local culture could be offered to developers 
in a broader conversation about what a community needs to develop in a healthy, inclusive way 
(Stern & Seifert, 2013). Many arts and culture organizations are not sustained through their 
local constituency alone, but rely on the draw of arts appreciators from the surrounding 
neighborhoods or region. As a space grows in visibility and visit-ability, these organizations are 
buoyed by the influx of patronage and interest. Carr and Servon paint a full picture of the 
impact of business development on the arts sector, saying: 
Arts districts provide direct and indirect economic benefits and host a mix of nonprofit 
organizations, retail, and live and work spaces. Both for-profit and nonprofit arts 
organizations provide employment and generate local and tourist spending. Non-arts 
organizations also benefit from increased spending at restaurants, and in the retail and 
hospitality industries. Taken together, these businesses generate significant tax 
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revenues and stimulate the local economy. Nationally, nonprofit arts organizations and 
their audiences pay $6.6 billion per year in local government taxes and fees (Americans 
for the Arts, 2003). The clustering of creative energy and opportunities in arts districts 
attracts individuals and businesses, which furthers local economic development (Carr & 
Servon, 2009, pg. 10). 
The arts organizations in these districts, as well as those in more organically grown 
cultural areas, share in the overall benefit of economic development. However, due to their 
history of being seen as an elitist and exclusive sector (Galligan, 2008), arts interests have come 
under fire recently for their role in the gentrification that inevitably seems to follow their 
involvement in community development (Nicodemus, 2013). Many artists and arts 
organizations balk at this association, asserting that the intention of the arts in a community 
would never be to drive the existing population out or be seen as being financially motivated in 
their work. The pre-existing reputation for being a sector enjoyed and supported by the 
wealthy does not help their self-proclaimed, pro-community stance however, and arts 
organizations and artists alike have had to fight against the notion that they are often 
responsible for the beginning stages of gentrification when they choose to locate in an “up-and-
coming” community, or indeed kick-off that “up-and-coming” reputation with their presence.  
There is widespread disagreement about the causes of gentrification, and how the pros 
and cons of the process can be reconciled. It is imperative that the art sector understand not 
only its role in gentrification, why arts organizations are so often blamed for its more negative 
aspects, but how the sector can impact the positive side of the process and embrace the 
inevitability of it. Capitalism is the root of gentrification, and it is truly a class issue, driven by 
income inequality. If this can be addressed and controlled, gentrification need not be as 
damaging to a community as it often is (Carr & Servon, 2009).  
Part of this control is in the hands of developers and business interests who are 
currently less adept at maintaining the “vernacular culture” that Carr and Servon describe. A 
conversation must be started with these less aware players in the development process, 
including them in the knowledge that many arts leaders already have, that “well-functioning 
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urban neighborhoods are dense and dynamic and accommodate a mix of uses and users…yet 
many cities pursue development strategies that result in homogeneity rather than preserving 
what distinguishes them from other cities” (Carr & Servon, 2009, pg. 1). It is a move away from 
this homogenizing practice that will ultimately skew gentrification towards the more positive 
side of beneficial, inclusive development, and away from a practice that trades current 
residents for new, higher-income ones. The case must be made for development to include 
amenities that serve both parts of the local population, pre-existing and potential.  
The misconception that gentrification is an issue based solely on race is born from the 
demographic divide that exists in this country, where the lower income populations are largely  
people of color and other minority groups. It has become an issue of race due to this fact, 
deeply rooted in contention and very difficult to address from an arts or development 
perspective. However, artistic circles may be one of the few cohorts that are able to openly 
discuss these causalities and inequalities, as art has a distinct history of filling this role in 
society. The arts are in the demanding and vital position of being a voice for people who are 
marginalized and unheard in our communities. Adopting a view of gentrification as social 
progress, and urging their constituents to see the developments this way, while acting to shape 
those developmental activities, has the potential to move away from the stilted view of 
gentrification as purposefully racialized action.  
Freeman compounds this idea that gentrification has come to be viewed as too narrowly 
focused on income. His research finds that the education of inhabitants of gentrifying areas can 
largely determine how they will be affected by the changes in their neighborhood, with higher 
educational achievement directly correlating to an individual or family’s ability to respond and 
react to development. He describes the difference, saying “income fluctuates throughout time, 
whereas among adults, educational attainment levels are relatively stable. Moreover, young 
artists and professionals who have relatively low incomes often pioneer gentrification. A 
measure of gentrification relying on income might overlook neighborhoods experiencing an 
influx of highly educated but poorly paid professionals” (Freeman, 2005, pg. 471).  
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The irony is that it is often artists and young people who expand the frontier of 
gentrification through their efforts to escape it (Douglas, 2012). As communities fall prey to our 
current model of urban development, allowing the existing culture to be bowled over and 
bought out, it is the fringe that picks up and moves to a new location that is not fraught with 
these unwelcome business ventures, homogenized populations, and spatial transformation 
(Watkins, 2015). However, the movements of these groups are often clocked by the 
development sector, following them to new areas that are made desirable by their edgy, artistic 
presence.  
Despite wanting to escape certain pitfalls of a developing, gentrifying neighborhood, 
there are still some amenities that these groups of artists and “unwitting hipsters” (Douglas, 
2010) find desirable, such as coffee shops, art cooperatives, and cheap eats. As these artsy 
outposts pop up, those who want to feel close to the newly developing arts scene move into 
the neighborhood as well, increasing the demand for support businesses and further 
development. And thus the cycle continues, creating what some refer to as “the SoHo model” 
of artists bringing the cool, people desiring the cool, and the cool then becoming commodity 
(Schwartz, 2014). In neighborhoods where race is also incidentally part of the cycle, the 
gentrification issue becomes even more complex. As Stern and Seifert point out with their 
livability study, “If livability improves lives without specifically addressing the harm done to the 
poorest and socially excluded Americans, it will serve to preserve social injustice and exclusion 
even if it achieves its broader policy goals” (Stern & Seifert, 2013, pg. 2). 
The current cultural conversation around gentrification has a tendency to focus on the 
cons of the issue and see gentrification as the driving out of an existing culture with no regard; 
almost an imperialist approach on a community scale. But this is not the entire picture. Some 
suggest that pride and bitterness can be the impetus for anti-gentrification sentiments, feeling 
frustrated by the fact that no one cared to bring amenities to a given area before there were 
white people interested in living there and at times detracting from the factual issues that 
underpin the anger (Freeman, 2006). But there is no denying that an area by definition can only 
be gentrified if it was previously an area characterized by lower-income residents and a lack of 
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common amenities, such as grocery stores, robust public transportation, and the like. There is 
also fear of displacement that drives the anti-development sentiment that becomes intensely 
divisive in developing areas, in effect cutting many residents off from feeling any kind of change 
in inclusivity or pattern.  
Freeman makes it clear that “many people recognize the possible benefits of 
gentrification: increased amenities, improved public services, and rehabilitated housing. As 
noted earlier, the fear of displacement has in the minds of many, however, come to dominate 
all other concerns regarding gentrification” (Freeman, 2005, pg. 487). This is where the race 
argument becomes intrinsically linked to the gentrification issues. There is a hierarchy to 
development, and race-related drivers behind it. While income remains the major barrier to a 
community staying put once gentrification has been set in motion, there is an undeniable link 
between income and race in the US that means that it is often the presence of a Caucasian 
population that is the impetus for greater development in a community.  
But gentrification has pros as well. According to a recent study by the Philadelphia 
Federal Reserve, it brings in new jobs along business corridors in gentrifying areas, local 
economic stability for businesses and individuals, higher credit scores amongst current 
residents who own their homes - by an average of 11 points (Ding, Hwang, Divringi, 2015, pg. 
2), and a feeling of safety to a neighborhood, as people have businesses that they can frequent 
later in the evening and areas that once were not safe to walk through get cleaned up. 
Beautification efforts such as murals and community gardens for example can mark the shift, 
alerting the community that a once unsafe space has been reclaimed (Koch & Latham, 2013). In 
this way, gentrification can also be a beneficial urbanization strategy, aimed at making a place 
more livable and working to attract new residents, growing the population and encouraging 
that population to be more actively involved in their local economy (Smith, 2006). Findings in 
the aforementioned Philadelphia Fed study supported that there was “significant heterogeneity 
in [financial] improvements” in the gentrifying areas examined (Ding, Hwang, Divringi, 2015, pg. 
25). 
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Ironically, it is often these same cleanup and beautification efforts that alert the 
development sector to instances of informal arts districting. When a community comes 
together to improve itself, it does not fly under the radar for long. These neighborhoods have 
unintentionally identified themselves for future development efforts, kick-starting the 
gentrification process simply by wanting a safer, more approachable community (Koch & 
Latham, 2013). This is one instance in which arts organizations can act as advocates for the 
existing culture and partner with developers to ensure that that culture is supported, even as 
the community grows and changes. Understanding their value is not tantamount to the arts 
organizations selling out. There is, however, an often overlooked opportunity for the arts 
organizations to get what they need in return.  
Real Estate Marketing 
 
It has been shown that emotional connectedness and personal identity help sell 
properties (Swanson & Zobisch, 2014). It is in the interest of the real estate sector, then, to tell 
the story of a place and truly understand what it is they are selling. As opposed to gentrification 
causing a rampant restructuring of the demographics in a neighborhood, there is an 
opportunity to be more clear about the existing demographics, cultural makeup, and creative 
identity, and attract new community members who want to be a part of the current 
community, as opposed to those who know nothing about it and therefore might be 
participating in a gentrification process that is damaging, ignorant of the history and quality of 
the newly developed space. Everyone benefits through deeper understanding and 
communication.  
The language of real estate listings is an art in and of itself (Robertson & Doig, 2010), 
and real estate professionals can be encouraged to use this untapped marketing tool. A study of 
real estate professionals across eleven states assessed their understanding and opinions of 
community development, and found that the interest level in how the “growth machine” 
functions was very high (Kimelberg, 2011), and that realtors felt that they were somewhat on 
the outside, despite having more to contribute. There is a vested interest amongst real estate 
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professionals to see the urban development process become smoother and better functioning, 
suggesting that if there was a role that they could be encouraged to play, they would embrace 
it. Often the hardest steps in forging unprecedented relationships, especially in business, is just 
bringing the people to the table and envisioning how that relationship could work. Approaching 
the marketing language and conversations used to raise the profile of creative placemaking 
efforts is not a far-fetched plan and could be an initial step in a longer-term partnership.  
Hypotheses 
 
There is a relationship that can be built and leveraged between those invested in the 
creative placemaking process of a community and the realtors who are active in that area. Arts 
organizations who desire for their neighborhood, town, or city to continue to develop in a 
healthy, sustainable way have an opportunity to reach out to the real estate sector and impact 
their understanding of the growth that would be beneficial to the positive tilt of gentrification, 
and encourage them to share the details of that area’s artistic, creative ventures with potential 
homebuyers. If the conversation around these creative efforts can be more widely had, the 
subsequent community building might tend towards including more people who want to see 
the community maintain the enthusiasm and authenticity that kicked off the creative 
placemaking process in the first place, as opposed to being comprised of homeowners who do 
not grasp the history of their new-bought community, and therefore might not be aware of the 
role that they are playing in the gentrification of that neighborhood, damaging relationships 
unwittingly and perpetuating a cycle that has led to tension and anger throughout American 
history.  
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Chapter I: The Proverbial ‘Community’ and Creative Placemaking 
 
The word ‘community’ is at the center of conversations about creative placemaking, and 
often becomes an ill-defined term as changes begin to occur more rapidly. There are tiers of 
‘community’ that are imperative to clarify throughout the process, especially when looking at 
the process in phases. While there are instances of industrial remediation, opening spaces for 
habitation that have previously been abandoned and dormant, it is increasingly common for 
the creative placemaking process to be focused in areas where there is an existing population. 
The creative placemaking process centered around these formerly empty areas are developing 
a new community from the ground up, and while that is not entirely detached from the ideas 
explored in this thesis, for our purposes this work will focus on existing communities 
undergoing relevant change and a shift in inhabitant demographics and a threatened cultural 
identity.  
Initially, the community is those who have populated the neighborhood in question for 
some time. There are varying degrees of cultural cohesion in these instances. Some 
communities are bonded by a common background, having grown from a concentration of 
immigrant families, or being a neighborhood comprised of individuals who share skin color, 
religious beliefs, and the like. Other communities are formed as a result of class accessibility, 
living in spaces that were affordable to them, as opposed to having been instigated by a 
common identity. Still other communities develop from a history that may no longer be 
relevant, as in many factory towns across the country where the industry has long since left, 
leaving behind communities that share a mutual depression of prospects.  
When art is carried into these spaces by individual artists or more intentional creative 
placemakers, it can be a catalyst for change and inclusion as it draws attention to needs and 
issues in the community, often inspiring people and drawing them together through 
conversations around common experiences and newly understood differences. There is also the 
awareness of artistic expression from current residents in response to or in protest of 
development that signals more sweeping changes yet to come. Art is often used to create 
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newly desirable spaces where people can gather, or feel comfortable spending time, but it is 
crucial to note that “notions of culture and cultural production shift over time, [and] that most 
communities incorporate layers of residents, each contributing to the personality of a place” 
(Carr & Servon, 2009, pg. 2), as opposed to something that is brought in or laid on top of a 
lacking culture.  
Due to the habitual nature of artists to locate in areas of inspiration, and the incidence 
of these areas being the aforementioned communities, where living is affordable and culture is 
authentic, artists will utilize their surroundings to inform their work, making them appear as the 
instigators of the subsequent attention that might be drawn to the area through the attraction 
to one artist’s work, or the activities of an arts organization operating in the area. The 
responsibility then falls to them as well to make clear the inclusive nature of their work and 
take an extra step to communicate about the work they are creating and how that work is 
meant to impact information about the changes and concerns of the area. If the work created 
can intersect overtly with the vernacular culture of the gentrifying neighborhood, it will 
compound the authenticity of the space, rather than acting as a parallel layer of commentary 
that is not rooted in the history or concerns of that place specifically.  
The community definition begins to change as the neighborhood identity shifts to 
accommodate the market. And as one definition shifts, so too must others that create an 
ultimately authentic, inclusive space. Stern and Seifert indicate the shifting of this definition in 
the arts sector at one of the highest levels, as the “NEA has expanded the meaning of livability 
to include many non-brick-and-mortar qualities like expanded amenities, authenticity, 
tolerance, civic involvement, and connection to history and heritage.  In doing so, it may have 
stretched the concept beyond its more common usages in environmental quality and basic 
human needs” (Stern & Seifert, 2013, pg. 13). While the research finds the expansion of the 
concept as being too broad in their minds, it is undeniable that creative placemaking, being an 
intersection between arts and business interests, inevitably leads to business growth in the 
areaand can be an active voice for the importance of these additional elements. The differing 
opinions on the benefits of creative placemaking remain in contention, but its impacts on 
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development begin to follow a growth pattern in economies of differing size and changeable 
variables.  
By attracting outside attention from developers and individuals alike, the demand for 
amenities increases to support the interest from outside in what that place has to offer. 
Developers especially recognize the need for additional businesses to complement the 
investment in living spaces. ‘The community’ at this juncture comes to mean both the residents 
who preceded the creative placemaking process, and those who are being attracted by it. 
Depending on the previous definition’s framework, this can mean either a shucking of prior 
identity, or a folding in of new interests that do not threaten that identity, but expand it to 
include updated definitions. For instance in Easthampton, MA, the history of the space as a mill-
town has been embraced in the creative placemaking process, with artist spaces, festivals, and 
new housing happening in old factories and celebrating the past by holding with the aesthetics 
of a classic New England mill-town.  
Even as the demographics of Easthampton change, the arts presence that has catalyzed 
that change is leveraged in working to attract new inhabitants to the town. In 2013 the Cottage 
Street Studios area of downtown, which have housed artist studios since the early 1980’s, was 
designated a Cultural District by the Massachusetts Cultural Council (MCC, 2013). While there 
are myriad reasons for the slight 5% increase in home value in Easthampton over the last 
decade (Warren Group, 2013), the growth of the small town’s art sector, and the subsequent 
acknowledgement of that development at the state level, has undoubtedly contributed to the 
town’s current identity as a burgeoning art center. In discussing this fact with Burns Maxey, 
executive director of Easthampton City Arts+, she indicated the shift in real estate marketing 
that occurred following the cultural designation. “Almost immediately we saw in all of the real 
estate listings that that was listed as part of it. There [are] so many Easthampton listings that 
say “[state designated] arts center,” “[state designated] cultural district”, so I think they’re 
definitely utilizing that.” A review of a sample of local listings found that this language is still 
prevalent, two years on, and those that used it were often properties whose value was above 
the current median price for the area.  
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This is just one example of how the arts presence can impact property values, though 
the inherent suggestion that the two are linked was made again and again throughout the 
research process, by realtors, developers, and arts professionals. A natural continuum becomes 
apparent, wherein it appears to behoove real estate professionals to support the creative 
placemaking process, as their livelihood is impacted by the sale price of local homes. This 
support can take many forms, from patronage of local arts events and artists, to being a 
mouthpiece for the work that is in progress, drawing attention to the area they mean to sell in. 
And the creative placemaking process is not limited to the arts. As the community draws 
attention from potential residents, the business ventures in the area are encouraged to expand, 
leading to an easier sell for the realtor, who is now able to point to coffee shops, yoga studios, 
art galleries, restaurants, and more as being available to the would-be homeowner. 
There is certainly a difference made in the creative placemaking - realtor relationship 
depending on the size of the market around the area that is developing. One of the challenges 
of the argument being made for realtor involvement in the creative placemaking process is that 
real estate professionals do not have a vested interest in who purchases homes and properties 
in the community. In a city like Philadelphia, there are many neighborhoods that a prospective 
buyer may choose to locate in, and their realtor is not tied to their choice financially. Though 
the ultimate closing costs will impact the realtor’s take-home percentage, two properties that 
are equally priced, but in two different locations, are of the same consequence to the realtor.  
However, this does not preclude their desire to speak authoritatively on the character of 
those spaces, and the potential to be recommended to others by their client in the future. If the 
home-buyer is not well-informed, and subsequently not happy with their chosen location, that 
may reflect on the realtor, who was chosen in part to understand their desires in selecting a 
home and guide them appropriately. If that realtor is aware of the extenuating facets of the 
neighborhood in which the house in located, and is able to guide their client to that place and 
speak knowledgeably about the cultural makeup of the space, then they are more likely to be 
recommended to future clients based on the information they hold about what a community 
has to offer its residents.  
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The creative placemaking process can impact a community in many ways, and the initial 
signs of the process often attract the attention of real estate professionals working in the area. 
In the case of an organization like Easthampton City Arts+ (ECA+), the process draws support 
from nearly every sector in the city, especially due to the organization’s placement in the city 
government framework. While many Community Development Corporations (CDC’s) 
encountered through research are non-profit entities, the city of Easthampton chose to locate 
ECA+ in the city’s planning department, making Maxey a city employee and inherently 
connecting the operations of that department to other municipal offices. For Maxey, who 
works with CDC’s around the state, this has streamlined operations and encouraged the 
support of the arts interests in the city, helping businesses and developers recognize the 
economic value of the arts through mutual growth and success. She notes, “It is good to be 
connected to the municipality in that way. It’s been instrumental because it just pushes a lot of 
things forward. It creates legitimacy for the [arts] community.”  
This decision of how to incorporate the business proponents of a creative placemaking 
venture connects to the question of formal or informal cultural districts as tools of the 
development trade. One argument for the formal districting, in part meaning a municipal title 
given to a specific area, is that it kicks-off interest in that area from residents who want to live 
in an arts-rich neighborhood. When development is able to announce its arts-related focal 
point, the work of attracting arts-inclined inhabitants is largely done by the designation itself. 
However, in areas where there is a more organic process, such as a town like Asheville, NC, 
whose history is steeped in artists and arts culture, there is a potential to leverage the natural 
reputation to attract similar support and interest. For an organization like ECA+, the connection 
to the municipality is invaluable, while organizations that function as non-profits often struggle 
to garner the funding that they need to continue operations. Another advantage of being a 
formally recognized district is that the donor support is often more robust, as funders note the 
organization’s involvement with a municipally recognized district as a sign of their strength and 
support from the community at large. Whether this assumption is well-founded is another 
question (Galligan, 2008).  
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The current climate of funding supports the creative placemaking process, making arts 
and culture an economically relevant part of community development. As more funding is 
allotted to communities involved in this process, the artistic elements are often more apparent, 
becoming a beacon of change and growth. They serve to rally people around common needs in 
the community, alerting developers and business interests to potential holes to be filled and 
ideas to be invested in. There is a friction point, however, between current residents and 
potential residents, where the arts interests begin to cede control of the space to the 
developers who are invested in serving the latter. The more that the interests of the two 
residential entities can align, the more authentic that community may be throughout the 
development process. Studies have found that creative placemaking efforts focused on 
residents, as opposed to visitors or potential residents are more successful in garnering the 
support of the local population (Markusen, Gadwa, 2014). As the desires of potential residents 
are guessed at in the development process, often generating from past projects, the gap 
between the groups can widen, and the community definition can shift unnecessarily. Arts 
organizations who are working actively with business interests in the area are uniquely 
positioned to speak out on the part of the existing community and culture, in an effort to 
maintain identity through change.  
In an effort to garner funding, the last several years have seen research work to better 
identify and understand the value of arts and culture entities in communities across the 
country. In Philadelphia, studies have been conducted to outline the impact of the arts sector, 
focusing on everything from tourism to relocation. Mark J. Stern and Susan C. Seifert, 
professors in the School of Social Policy & Practice at the University of Pennsylvania, shared the 
basis for their consortium’s work on the Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP) at Penn, saying 
“Arts and culture [play] an important role in improving the lives of ordinary people, and we 
should be able to measure it (Stern, (2010, 2013) interviewed by Schleter, 2011).” Their earlier 
work drew lines between cultural areas in the city that were designated vs. those that 
developed organically. The efforts of SIAP extended beyond these differences, looking at 
cultural resources that were apparent in communities vs. those that flew under the radar of 
those outside the community. SIAP’s goal was ultimately to create a database that would act as 
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a “livability index,” analyzing various contributors to a rich arts and culture environment, and 
the ability of disparate sectors to access information about that environment that would inform 
their respective work.  
Studies like Stern and Seifert’s, and tools that are generated such as SIAP’s 
CultureBlocks, support an environment of measurable impact for arts and culture ventures, 
which enables associated organizations to seek financial support that is currently available for 
efforts that are focused on community-building. The research in support of SIAP “found that 
the presence of cultural assets in urban neighborhoods was associated with economic 
improvements, including declines in poverty and increases in population” (Stern, Seifert, 2013, 
pg. 1), encouraging arts interests to speak confidently about their impact when writing grant 
proposals and courting donors and partners in placemaking projects. Their earlier work on the 
formal designation of cultural districts vs. the natural development of arts enclaves comes up a 
great deal in conversations about funding. Kevin Moran, Executive Director of the Fairmount 
CDC, operating in the Brewerytown neighborhood of Philadelphia, expresses his concern over 
formal cultural space designations that are not accompanied by financial funding and other 
benefits, such as tax incentives for businesses that locate in the corridor, marketing collateral 
and funding, and the like. Without the funds to support that definition of space, he says, the 
intention can fall flat:  
If through some kind of designation you are able to drive funding into the 
neighborhood, then great, let’s do it. At the same time, if it’s strictly a designation, then 
it should be more homegrown, because I think there is something about designating a 
place without a community process [that is] kind of obtrusive. And if you’re not going to 
support it with any kind of real skin in the game, then to me it just seems irrelevant in a 
lot of ways.  
 This question of designation comes up again as the conversation turns to stabilizing a 
neighborhood, post development surge. Moran points out that in addition to cultural 
designations, the overall branding and marketing of an area becomes important, both to share 
what development has touched in the neighborhood, and also as a starting point for 
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conversations with interested parties- such as realtors and potential homebuyers. This moment 
in the timeline of the space is an opportunity for creative placemakers and developers to share 
information about the place’s identity and attract attention. He indicates artistic interventions 
as a prime part of this rebranding process, suggesting that painting new buildings, for instance, 
can be a great way to get people talking about the available new spaces. In this case, he agrees 
that realtors have a heightened role to play, as that same attention drawn by the art is in part 
focused on them, as pre-existing community members are already watching to see who realtors 
will bring through these newly available living spaces.  
The value of SIAP’s subsequent work, however, is great, with traditional CDC’s, like the 
Fairmount CDC, able to leverage the information garnered from resources like CultureBlocks to 
validate their work in the eyes of fellow developmental groups. Kevin Moran came to his 
current position from a background in urban planning, and he views the arts as a way to 
renegotiate space, causing people to see the potential and talk about the potential of a space 
as it begins to be reimagined through artistic interventions. Following his graduate study, 
Moran worked for the International Downtown Association in Washington, DC, and was 
introduced more extensively to the idea of temporary changes to public spaces as a way to 
better understand how those spaces were currently used, and how community members might 
want to use them in the future. Knowing the culture and demographics of Brewerytown and 
neighboring Fairmount is an intrinsic part of the development process in his eyes. Information 
about how the public spaces and business spaces should be filled, according to the current 
community, informs projects that the CDC undertakes to activate residents and attract new 
investment.  
Moran views art and artists in the neighborhood as a “natural fit” with the work that the 
CDC is doing to encourage community involvement in how the space around the neighborhood 
takes shape as more financial support for development comes in. “Art makes people stop and 
recognize that the space is there,” Moran says. As property values in Brewerytown steadily rise, 
there is a greater desire to maintain the current culture along the avenue, ensuring that 
independent businesses can maintain their presence.  
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In working with local development group MM Partners (MMP), Moran has found that 
they are more inclined to explore the impact that inclusion of arts interests can have on their 
bottom line. He sees part of the CDC’s role as being the bridge between community member’s 
interests, and those of the development groups that operate in Brewerytown. MMP is as 
invested in the area as a group can be, managing commercial spaces in addition to renovating 
aging homes and selling the properties through realty interests such as Keller Williams and OCF 
Realty. Even in their renovations, MMP seeks to maintain the aesthetic of the area, keeping 
sound fixtures and using materials that fit with the aged appearance of sturdier materials in the 
structure. While there are dashes of more modern building design elements, there can be no 
doubt amongst house-hunters that these homes, and the surrounding area, have a rich history. 
MMP includes artistic work in their community support, noting on their website that 
“MM Partners strongly believes in giving back to the community where we work and live. This 
entails sponsoring public art, hosting and sponsoring community events, funding youth 
programs, mentoring kids in the area, and working closely with community non-profits.” There 
is an advantage for the firm in that their founding partners live in Brewerytown, and are 
financially and personally invested in the successful growth of the neighborhood. Their support 
of artistic interventions ranges from initiating conversations and engaging artists, to offering 
creative spaces for utilization. “We tend to get people started,” Jacob Roller, one of three 
founding partners, says.  “And [if] there’s a building we own that someone wants to paint, we 
say go for it. Have fun, do what you want to do.” MMP is forming a relationship with the 
community where artists feel included and invited to impact the growth, leading to an organic 
development of the space as arts-inclusive.  
Unlike areas in Philadelphia like Point Breeze, which is viewed in some circles as the 
vanity project of OCF Realty, with homes soaring to the high $400,000’s in a couple short years, 
MMP has maintained home prices that can be afforded by both current and potential residents, 
beginning in the mid to high $100,000’s. “What we’ve done is reserved a certain percentage to 
be sold as affordable housing,” Roller says. “Which is defined as being sold to someone for not 
more than 80% of the Philadelphia median - so that’s something that’s important.” Their 
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development strategy for local amenities seeks to serve the current, lower-income community, 
while slowly expanding to include businesses that are attractive to millennial home-buyers and 
hip professionals. One example of this is the new local coffee shop, The Monkey & the 
Elephant, a non-profit business that employs former foster youth, teaching them job skills and 
encouraging their personal artistic practice by curating a consistent program of open-mikes and 
visual art. The coffee shop attracts local community members, giving a sense of inclusion and 
purpose in their business model.  
 In speaking with Roller, it is clear that MMP views their work as an intrinsic part of the 
creative placemaking process, supporting artists in the community and reaching out to arts 
organizations for support and participation in community-building ventures. From murals to 
artist-led community clean-up efforts, MMP is invested in the reputation of Brewerytown as 
being one of the rising arts-centers in the city. MMP sees their role in the community as 
extending beyond the development of the business enterprises there into generally being 
responsible for the properties that they own and the subsequent purchasers of those spaces. 
“It’s just part of being a good steward. You own property, you have a responsibility…things as 
simple as upkeep of the property, making sure it doesn’t fall apart, have peeling paint, broken 
windows…but then you can go above and beyond, add something to the community,” Roller 
says.  
MMP also knows the history of the area, leveraging their information when talking to 
potential business interests, learning how those entities intend to serve the community as a 
whole. While their aim is growth and development, their intention is that those efforts touch 
everyone living in Brewerytown. “[Current residents] remember when Girard Avenue was a 
commercial port,” Roller points out, “where you did not have to leave the neighborhood to get 
what you needed. I believe that a lot of people see what we’re doing as bringing it back to that, 
which is how we view it philosophically. We don’t view it as something that needs to be swept 
away, we view it as a really great neighborhood that needs to be added on to and revitalized.”   
This leads naturally into a question of whether there is a responsibility that actors in the 
creative placemaking process have in attracting future residents to enjoy the fruits of their 
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developmental labor. Kevin Moran of Fairmount CDC agrees that realtors are an excellent 
bearer of this effort, but says that he does not feel that it is the responsibility of a CDC entity to 
attract residents. The situation can be set up and communicated, to aid in the subsequent 
attraction of residents who appreciate the work that is being done, but his work brings him in 
contact with current residents, and that feels like plenty of responsibility, communicating the 
potential changes to them and encouraging their support.  
James Robertson, a developer and realtor with OCF Realty in Philadelphia sees those 
two roles as distinct as well, and finds that having the two housed under the same roof is a 
huge advantage. He notes that Philadelphia has a ripple out pattern of development, with 
specific areas expanding due to adjacent development efforts and as a realtor he has learned to 
follow these patterns outward when working with clients, getting them as close to the center as 
they can afford, and making educated guesses on where the development will expand to next.  
This balance of attracting outside attention without damaging the internal structure is 
no easy task, and developers like MMP approach the effort by connecting with other real estate 
professionals who operate in the neighborhood, inviting them to events and ensuring that they 
have information about the homes that are coming on the market, as well as the history of the 
spaces around those properties. While a greater portion of municipal funds are focused on 
visitors to the area (Eisinger, 2000), it falls to the smaller placemaking actors to attend to the 
environment that is intended to attract residents, both current and new. A major component of 
the creative placemaking conversation is how the benefits of mobility and capital are folded 
into the community-building aspect of the process. While the current residents should be 
central to the development of the neighborhood, the influx of capital brought by homebuyers 
who have the ability to relocate, and have a choice in their new neighborhood, is vital. 
Developers walk the line between bringing in amenities that both serve and attract, responsible 
for curating the growth process carefully, so as not to price out the current residents, while 
ensuring that business is growing at a rate that will support new residents’ desires for their 
adopted community.  
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Chapter II: Challenges of the Gentrification Tipping Point 
 
One of the major complicating factors in the creative placemaking process is the 
inevitability of gentrification accompanying the developments generated. As we have 
previously acknowledged, a burgeoning arts sector has been linked to rising property values, 
which lead to a limitation of who is able to purchase homes in the area undergoing a 
placemaking process. In the case of a more organic placemaking process, one that rises from a 
natural inclination of residents to turn to arts and culture methods of community-building and 
inclusionary practice, this is especially problematic, because in these instances the efforts of the 
community were never intended to attract outside attention. However, even this statement 
can have blurry lines, as there is at times an inherent need layered in these efforts to attract the 
attention of the municipality and generate interest in funding, for the arts and for the 
community as a whole, to support the basic needs of the population. Asheville, NC is an 
interesting case study in this regard, as the line between being a historically arts-based 
community and a seemingly artsy tourist trap is constantly growing less clear. As artists and 
service industry workers struggle to live, due to sharply rising living costs, tourists who have not 
previously experienced Asheville are satisfied with superficial signs of the once robust arts-
community, unable to tell the difference between then and now in the scant artistic offerings 
greeting them on their vacation.  
While there are still artistic ventures in Asheville, they are sadly underfunded, with local 
arts organizations seeking ever-further afield to find funding from the state of North Carolina 
and beyond. And yet the arts-reputation remains a vital part of the tourism machine. 
Easthampton, MA has experienced a more clear association between their demand for arts 
activities and the subsequent improvement of the town’s infrastructure. Due to increased 
patronage of the arts, and the downtown space as a whole, the city has benefitted from 
improved lighting along the streets, more ample parking areas, and greater attention to the 
cleanliness and upkeep of the old mill town. With its arts-reputation solidly in place, Asheville 
has forsaken planning efforts to continue the expansion of the arts sector, choosing instead to 
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pour money into development of restaurants, hotels, and micro-breweries, assuming that the 
arts will take care of themselves. While many arts organizations have prevailed, the ability of 
artists to make a solid living, own property, or afford as high a quality of life as their service 
industry counterparts is sorely lacking.  
Fortunately, artists and arts organizations are accustomed to working with less, and are 
determined to be a steadfast part of any creative process that leads to improvements and 
developments in their surrounding neighborhoods and communities. A survey of real estate 
professionals in the Keller Williams office in downtown Asheville found that 33% of realtors 
surveyed feel that the arts-presence in the city helps to sell homes, with an additional 45% 
agreeing that the same statement was ‘somewhat’ true, though other factors trumped the arts. 
As house prices have skyrocketed in the last decade, artists and arts interests have had to 
adjust, maintaining their practices and involvement in the creative economy regardless of their 
own financial difficulties. While towns like Easthampton are working to address the needs of 
their arts community, understanding that their role in the reputation of the town is paramount, 
Asheville has not been quick to attend to these issues. However, in both cities, artists and arts 
organizations have been getting more involved in city politics, in an effort to facilitate change 
and raise awareness of the true impact of the arts on various city sectors and interests.  
Having arts interests joining in these municipal operations is a benefit to any city, as 
artists are problem solvers by nature, looking at the world around them and commenting on 
what they see in their respective medium. Ironically, as artists comment on gentrification, they 
are often not immune from taking part in some of the perceived causes. In the case of 
Brewerytown, there is a growing enclave of artists that has remained a quiet part of the 
developing scene in the neighborhood, frequented by residents who are in the know or are 
artists themselves. As development continues, and more people are moving into the 
neighborhood, word is spreading about the ‘Bailey Street’ arts corridor, populated with 
sculptors, ceramics artists, painters; and artists are becoming more involved in events around 
the community. In 2015, MMP sought to create a monthly event that mirrored the now 
infamous ‘first Friday’ tradition in Philadelphia’s Old City neighborhood. Still in development, 
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the ‘Brewerytown Social’ is beginning to leverage the arts presence in the community in an 
effort to first galvanize locals and activate Girard Avenue, and in the future attract more foot-
traffic and interest from the city at large. The presence of the locally named ‘Bailey Street Arts 
Corridor’ is already being mentioned to prospective residents, as a sign of arts-related growth 
to come.  
And the role of the arts in community development is not always so incidental. As the 
benefit of an arts-focused creative placemaking process becomes more widely accepted, arts 
interests are being leveraged to purposefully kick-start a gentrification process with the 
intention of developing an area. Gentrification can be a byproduct of other ventures, but it can 
also be orchestrated for the express purpose of garnering capital through business and 
individual investment towards growth (Smith, 2006). MMP does not deny the positive aspects 
of gentrification. People want to see improvement in the area, Roller acknowledges, and they 
want development that will benefit them. “I think everyone’s fairly pro-[development]. I mean 
there’s no such thing as 100% of people, I’m sure there [are] probably people who have 
opinions that are negative. Overall, people are fairly positive.” The rise of a strategy like Urban 
Regeneration, which is rooted in the manipulated process of gentrification, are dependent on 
an influx of capital to create ‘positive’ changes in the active area. The push pull between 
naturally occurring change and the desire for facilitated change falls on either side of the 
gentrification spectrum. While gentrification was initially viewed as an offshoot of social 
change, it has since been reclaimed as a potential tool in urban strategy (Smith, 2006).  
James Robertson from OCF supports the idea that the arts are a useful commodity in 
community-building wholeheartedly. Robertson has been active in the developments OCF 
Realty has been working on in the Point Breeze area, adjacent to the established Graduate 
Hospital neighborhood, and he sees the artistic touches that OCF has put in as being an 
attractive aspect for clients. He points to how OCF had trash cans on the street painted bright 
colors, and how that not only enlivens the streetscape, but actually encourages proper use of 
the cans. “I’ve noticed it cleaner, and people walking down the street, if they care about the 
neighborhood, it incentivizes them to use it, it stands out.” And the artistic interventions are 
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not mutually exclusive from the development work itself, in his eyes. OCF’s contractors take the 
time to put in design elements that fit the aesthetic of the neighborhood, much like MMP in 
Brewerytown. Robertson says there is a tangible artistry to rehabbing spaces in old buildings 
that make people feel immediately at home and included in the space by the streamlined look 
of their new home with the visual history of the surround. 
Robertson agrees that talking about the artistic elements in a community is useful in 
attracting clients who care about that arts presence in their neighborhood, but notes too that 
apparent artistic touches, like the trash cans, concrete planters on the sidewalk, and murals, 
send the message to prospective buyers that this is a community with current arts interests 
without the realtor needing to mention it. There is value in the client feeling that they know 
that place intrinsically from its appearance.  
I think [art] shows a sense of community. I use it as a marketing tool because when 
people are moving into a neighborhood, they’re not moving into a neighborhood of 
transients, where people are moving out in two to three years. If you see community 
projects going on, and you see identifying features within that particular area, it means 
there’s an identity with that area you’re moving into, and it’s not that you necessarily 
have to assimilate with that, but it shows a sense that people care about their 
community, it shows they care about things being presented a certain way, to portray 
that area. 
One of the pros of gentrification is often an improved façade on the neighborhood, 
which Robertson believes makes everyone who lives in that community feel positively about 
their space and more inclined to care for it in their own way. While it does raise the property 
values, he does not feel that this is immediately a danger to current residents, pointing out that 
people with greater means moving into the community can indicate a moment when the area is 
getting attention and should take advantage of the momentum. He disagrees that gentrification 
necessarily leads to widespread displacement throughout the community. The gentrification 
process is often a finite one, with the community shifting from one tier to the next, with regard 
to property value, and then leveling out. In his eyes, apparent artistic touches can suggest 
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identity, and encourage people to move into that neighborhood who value those elements in 
their day to day.  
As Robertson touches on, the gentrification process is often positive up to a point. The 
recent study from the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank adds to this point, noting that 
homeowners who are able to weather that uptick period in the neighborhood’s development 
find themselves in a better financial situation in the long run. Jacob Roller agrees, “If you’re a 
home owner in [the] neighborhood, the value appreciation is going to benefit you greatly. 
When your home was worth 20 - 30,000 dollars, now it could be worth 80- 90- 100,000 dollars, 
that’s something you could leave as a legacy to your family, or your kids, or your grandkids 
could move back into the house.” Though the ability to weather this developmental upswing is 
often balanced on a knife’s edge for some residents, with one unlucky turn enough to cause a 
family to have to move, those who own their homes and can absorb the slight increase in 
property taxes find that their credit score goes up and their property’s value is higher when that 
home is either sold or passed through the family (Ding, Hwang, Divringi, 2015). Those who do 
stay through the gentrification period enjoy the aesthetic improvements in the neighborhood, 
though it remains unclear how those who can hang on benefit from an influx of businesses that 
are not necessarily in their interest or price range for daily amenities.  
As the landscape of the neighborhood shifts to accommodate the new residents, the 
authenticity of the community gets worn down, pivoting the reputation that is being used to 
market the neighborhood. MMP addresses this danger by creating a tier system of services to 
attract to the business roster along Girard Avenue. In an effort to keep the gap between current 
and potential residents small, Roller says that they work to include necessary amenities first, in 
the form of a grocery store, a coffee shop, and eateries where you can get lunch for less than 
$10. And there are more services that MMP views as necessities that he would like to see. 
“We’re really focusing mostly on businesses that we consider a service: a service industry, 
something that you need as part of your basics. Something that you’re [going to] patronize two 
or three times a week.” Once those are in place, the community makeup can be reassessed and 
more businesses courted to suit the reworked landscape of the corridor.  
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Kevin Moran of Fairmount CDC agrees that MMP is striking a good balance of available 
housing, drawing attention from both ends of the affordability spectrum. He understands that 
there are those who feel that hitting the market-rate is vital to Philadelphia’s financial recovery, 
while there needs to be property infill and rehab projects that can yield more affordable homes 
that will keep the population varied and interesting. The market-rate homes, he says, are also 
important to drive development in Brewerytown, with the influx of tax capital a vital part of 
developing the business corridor and having residents who are driving the disparate 
commercial interests. “We’re seeing much smarter, more holistic development occurring, and I 
think that’s a result of looking at how other neighborhoods change really, really quickly, and a 
lot of the tensions that that caused, and I think folks see a more inclusive development process 
[in Brewerytown] that will result in a more stable neighborhood in the long run.” 
However, not all developers feel the responsibility to control the market in their areas of 
operation. Robertson acknowledges that OCF is beholden only to the market. If there are 
people willing to purchase homes in Point Breeze that are priced in the $400,000’s, then that is 
going to be the asking price, regardless of the gap in population income that that may generate. 
The market drives these things, he feels, and development is a business that is looking to 
attract people who are able to pay market value. He points to a recent fight over zoning that 
OCF won despite some opposition from existing residents in the Point Breeze neighborhood, 
who were organized by Philadelphia councilman for District Two, Kenyatta Johnson, and leaders 
from South Philadelphia HOMES and bussed to the city council hearings to voice their concerns.  
The argument was over a parcel of land at 2010 Warren St. in Point Breeze that was 
slated to be developed by OCF into 48 new housing units that would be sold at market value, 
i.e. higher than current residents in the area could afford. An antiquated zoning law stipulated 
that the parcel in question was not zoned for residential building. However OCF, and residents 
who were supportive of their development plan, maintained that this zoning was scheduled to 
be reviewed by the city and simply had not been scrutinized yet. Their project was merely 
moving up the timetable on that particular space. The parcel, the zoning board acknowledged, 
was now entirely surrounded by residential housing, and the prior zoning, which held the parcel 
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for industrial use, no longer appeared reasonable (PlanPhilly, 2015).  The city heard both sides, 
but ultimately ruled in favor of the development interest, as they saw it as vital part of 
Philadelphia’s financial recovery - the ability of developers to create spaces for potential 
residents with greater means to support the growing business corridor in the neighborhood. 
Many supporters of the project argued that some residents were protesting the change in an 
effort to draw attention to what they viewed as harmful gentrification, as opposed to having a 
viable argument for the parcel’s use.  
The disparate operational habits of development groups in the city, draws the important  
question of why gentrification feels so largely negative to many inhabitants, and why people 
are resistant to the process if it truly has many positive components. Development companies 
like OCF and MMP are both standing by their respective interest in benefitting the local 
communities, though their approaches are perceived as hugely different. James Sugg, a realtor 
with Space & Company in Philadelphia, eschews the word gentrification altogether and prefers 
to talk about the natural ebb and flow of city building when he is assessing neighborhood 
development. He sees the cycle as natural change in the movement patterns of people. Where 
Philadelphia was emptying out in the 1980’s, it is now filling back up as more young 
professionals seek to build their life in urban centers. Gentrification is a term that is particular 
to the forced evolution of spaces to attract their share of these people, and the process tends 
toward the negative side, in his eyes, when it moves too quickly. Point Breeze is a clear example 
to him of a space that has been co-opted and pressed through a process in order to sell 
properties to the highest bidder, with little regard for the existing community. “To me, it feels 
about pacing. I don’t think anywhere has been more violently gentrified than Point Breeze.”  
There is a responsibility held by developers to understand the space that they are 
working with, and work on a timeline that does not bowl over the prior cultural makeup of that 
neighborhood. It is not that development is inherently negative, but it does not need to happen 
in opposition to the needs of current residents to successfully attract new ones. 
Communication between developers and realtors about the area can help to draw interest from 
prospective residents with greater capital and maintain a balance of inhabitants who are not 
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living on such disparate ends of the financial spectrum. Gentrification can be managed and 
leveraged to be a beneficial process if it is crafted with clear intentions to be inclusive of the 
character and needs of the current community, the “vernacular culture” that Carr and Servon 
speak of, and this would not necessarily be a negative for developers, if their timeline is clear 
and their actions lead to a sustainably growing area. Sugg indicates the neighborhoods in West 
Philadelphia, along the Baltimore Avenue corridor, as examples of a slow build that has allowed 
gentrification to impact existing communities less negatively. While the area is not devoid of 
tensions, the timeline has allowed for more residents to experience what the Philadelphia Fed 
study suggested - that homeowners who can remain in the area throughout the gentrification 
process will ultimately benefit from it.  
Kevin Moran of Fairmount CDC agrees that the term gentrification has been 
semantically pushed to the negative side of the spectrum, and endeavors to correct the 
misunderstanding. Gentrification is not necessarily bad - displacement is bad; and that, he feels, 
is a vital distinction that can be made clear through an inclusive creative placemaking process. 
Part of the process of including realtors more deeply in the placemaking equation is ensuring 
that they know what it means for a community to be undergoing these orchestrated changes, 
and what the common outcomes of a well-organized placemaking process can be. Remarkably, 
95% of the real estate professionals interviewed and surveyed for this thesis had not heard the 
term creative placemaking, including those who were embedded in the arts sector themselves, 
and felt unable to hazard a guess at its definition. However, as it was explained, many of these 
professionals quickly grasped the concept and agreed that they had a pre-existing sense of the 
process, despite being unable to define it.   
An overarching difficulty in the conversation about the variable interpretations of 
gentrification is that it rides such distinct lines of class and race. The arguably negative 
implications affect people of color at an undeniably skewed rate. As the conversation around 
realtor involvement in the creative placemaking process continues, it is vital to note that a shift 
in the understanding of gentrification’s true effects is necessary, while simultaneously being 
impenetrably difficult for many developers and creative placemakers to approach. Ironically, 
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100% of realtors asked recognized the presence of arts and artists in a community to be an 
unequivocally positive thing with regard to the image of that neighborhood and the incidence 
of increased property value. Jim Robertson of OCF noted that visible art shows a sense of 
community and attracts people who want to be a part of that. He was not aware of the 
negative implications of artists in the gentrification process, and shared that he sees that 
presence as a positive thing that can only help sell houses in that area.  
Chapter III: Current Involvement of Real Estate Professionals 
 
The current interaction between real estate professionals and the arts sector is crucial 
to understand in examining potential future developments in that relationship. The apparent 
ignorance of many realtors about ‘creative placemaking,’ while understanding the basic 
concept, suggests that though they are often positioned adjacent to this process, they have not 
been invited into it in an actionable way. Through the interview process for this thesis, specific 
and varied connections between realtors and the arts sector unfolded. Realtors are uniquely 
positioned to be approached as a proponent of community building, as they interact with every 
facet of the public and private sectors involved, in some way. Under examination, every 
realtor’s use of or understanding of the arts sector is different, only strengthening the 
argument that they could be a major ally, as there are multiple ways in which real estate 
professionals could be approached and their role leveraged. There are myriad existing 
connections that realtors are already a part of, putting the opportunity of outreach veritably in 
the laps of arts organizations and creative placemakers.  
One such easy-reach connection is the existing board and committee presence of 
realtors, evidenced in each of the three locations studied. While it was impossible to measure 
the exact percentage of realtors who hold board positions with arts organizations, due to time 
constraints and a lack of available data, it was mentioned by 100% of interview subjects, from 
the realtors themselves to those involved with the arts groups. Burns Maxey of ECA+ spoke of 
the invaluable presence of a real estate professional on her Cultural District Sub-Committee. 
She also noted the increased involvement of realtors in the city in general following the cultural 
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designation of Easthampton by the state. As regards non-arts specific creative placemaking 
organizations, like Fairmount CDC, the presence of real estate professionals on their board is 
imperative, and becomes an informational connection for both the organization and the board 
member. In the case of the CDC, members like Andrew Janos, Co-Founder and Realtor of 
Copper Hill Real Estate, and Ryan Bailey, Senior Developer with Pennrose Properties, LLC, hold 
strategic positions on the board that allow their companies to gain information on placemaking 
work being done in the area.  
Another strategic stance for realtors is to live and socialize in the networks that have 
robust client relationships to be leveraged. Jim Robertson from OCF mentioned that his choice 
to live in Symphony House, a Carl Dranoff property located in the municipally designated arts 
corridor ‘Avenue of the Arts,’ was in direct correlation to enjoying the professional benefits that 
the arts-corridor provided, expanding his network to include arts-inclined clientele. He has been 
able to meet people involved with the arts and develop a network within that larger 
community. Carl Dranoff himself, unsurprisingly, sits on more than one board of a creative 
placemaking or arts-related organization, including the Cooper’s Ferry Partnership operating 
across the river in Camden, New Jersey. Robertson shared the insight that many realtors see 
arts organizations as an open door to these networks, as anyone can attend and there are often 
additional opportunities to talk about the performances and fundraising events at which to 
make connections with donors who might seek real estate opportunities in the future.  
And the proximity to arts organizations is only one way that realtors leverage the arts-
inclined community in garnering clients. Research unearthed another subset of realtors who are 
artists themselves, working in real estate to support their daily needs and their under-earning 
artistic endeavors. Realtors James Sugg of Space & Company, Jonathan Fink with Keller Williams 
in Center City, Philadelphia, and Matt Tavener with Keller Williams in Asheville, NC are three 
examples of working artists who have leveraged connections made through the art world to 
support their networking-rooted day job. While their respective artist bases have yielded widely 
different clientele, with Sugg working in the field of Theatre Arts, as a sound designer and actor, 
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Tavener as an actor, and Fink playing the cello with the Philly Pops, they all credit their artistic 
endeavors with some part of the success they have enjoyed as real estate professionals.  
Their inclination towards building their client base differs as well, with Sugg primarily 
reaching out to fellow artists, Fink seeking arts-appreciators as his primary clients, and Tavener 
maintaining his position in the acting community as an open door, always ensuring that his real 
estate team is advertised in the programs of theatres that he works with. Whether seeking 
wealthy homebuyers, first-time homebuyers, or simply taking advantage of the fact that artists 
are natural networkers in support of their own livelihood, ‘who you know’ being a major boon 
to a successful arts career in any city, artists doubling as realtors certainly have an advantage in 
realizing this in-road.  
James Sugg takes his realty work with artists a step further, noting that his underlying 
desire as a real estate professional is to help artists become more established in their 
communities through property ownership. He hopes to impact the predominant view of artists, 
which is that they are transient and operate on the community level more to draw attention to 
issues, than to be stable pillars of the community who are seeking to facilitate change that will 
ultimately impact their own livelihood. Sugg sees development as a process that happens with 
or without the instigation of a creative placemaking process, and senses that the best way for 
that process to lead development is to have artists at home in these communities, both literally 
and figuratively. “Part of [the] curiosity is how real estate allows artists to grow roots, and 
sustain themselves. I’ll be honest, part of [being a realtor] for me is just helping the artist make 
some money. In addition to finding them a place they can call home, that is home, they can 
develop equity.” As a working artist who knows the difficulty of making a living through that 
sector alone, Sugg prides himself on having the information to help artists be serious about 
their work and leverage what living they do make to secure loans and live more securely. And in 
many cases, find a house where they can “put on a show in the living room,” performance 
space being a tough and expensive commodity in any city.  
The overall takeaway from the interviews conducted for this thesis, with regard to 
building a partnership between realtors and arts interests in the creative placemaking process, 
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is that while the positioning alters dramatically from realtor to realtor, it nonetheless lends a 
similar availability of partnering opportunities with regard to the creative placemaking process. 
As the process draws both public and private sector interests to the table, realtors can be found 
interacting with each subset at that table in myriad ways. Realtors are active in communities 
throughout the development process, holding knowledge of the history and trajectory of the 
place that can be leveraged professionally. Unlike developers, however, realtors are not 
financially invested in the community-building process, aside from the incidence of selling a 
house in that community and earning a commission. They do not have capital that is preceding 
the sale, encouraging them to value one area over another. However, the more tools they have 
at their disposal to talk knowledgeably about a particular neighborhood, the more likely they 
are to impact the buyer’s decision-making process.  
Realtors view their town or city as an organism, constantly changing and shifting to 
accommodate growth and change. In their line of work, this is a beneficial process, drawing 
new clients and necessitating careful attention to a developing environment. For the arts 
organizations, this is an opportunity to build in improved support of the arts, as Burns Maxey 
notes and ties back to ECA+’s unique inclusion in Easthampton’s planning department. “Places 
are always changing, emerging, and they have to be. As we grow, it’s really important to 
become smarter about how we grow and the city overall is looking at that, our mayor, our 
planning department, we’re looking at how we grow, and how we create safety nets for 
artists.” James Sugg of Space & Company echoes these sentiments, adding that some of that 
inevitability touches the gentrification process in that urban development in a natural response 
to population growth.  
Part of that inevitable change is the growing mobility of the millennial generation. Both 
Sugg and Jacob Roller of MMP point out that Philadelphia is on a population upswing after the 
major flight to the suburbs that hit the city hard in the early 1960’s. In talking about 
Brewerytown, Roller point out that the neighborhood “started out monolithic, became more 
diverse, became monolithic again, and now it’s becoming a more diverse neighborhood; that’s 
just the ebb and flow of a neighborhood.” While the gentrification process, as previously 
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mentioned, can appear to negatively affect low-income populations, there is potential for that 
diversification to be largely beneficial, if changes in property value can be balanced with 
measures that allow people to remain in their homes and financially benefit from the process in 
the long-run. 
Realtors track the changes and fold them into their work, capitalizing on the shifts in 
ways that other sectors have not yet embraced. In their field, being able to identify the 
trajectory and tipping point of the gentrification process is valuable, as they can better guide 
their clients to areas that are on the cusp of affordability and equity-building. Incidentally, this 
is a crux that often involves the arts presence in that area, again indicating the benefit for the 
realtors to be interacting with the arts interests. Opening the pathways of information between 
these two sectors is akin to offering realtors an advantage of knowing when a neighborhood is 
on an upswing, and allowing arts interests to be represented to potential buyers as an 
attractive aspect of locating in that community. Realtors do not want to see the value of an 
area tap out too rapidly, and are therefore often in support of the slow-build value that James 
Sugg points out as a combatant of negatively-skewed gentrification. As the creative 
placemaking process’s successful outputs drives property values higher, realtors can adjust 
their marketing style to draw clients in a tiered fashion, taking advantage of the developments 
and the property values that ripple out from the center of growth.  
Many realtors pride themselves on their role as “lifestyle identifiers,” a title suggested 
by Tom Bullard, a realtor in Woodstock, New York. Having spent part of his career in Austin, 
Bullard supports the idea that realtors are inevitably involved in the culture of a place, as they 
are expected to know, and benefit from knowing, details of the community and city as a whole. 
While not formally interviewed for this thesis, Bullard’s sentiment is echoed throughout the 
research. For some, like Jim Robertson, it is as simple as getting out into the community and 
being a part of what is going on. He sees part of his work as spending time in an area, attending 
events, driving around, and getting to know people. Clients who may not know the city well, or 
who have an idea of what they are looking for, but are not sure where to find it, expect their 
realtor to provide that information and guide them. For the realtor, this is part of their 
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professional responsibility, and indeed grows their business base as they gain a reputation for 
not only being “in the know,” but being on the cutting edge, drawing attention to places that 
are on the verge of these changes, and thus more affordable. 
In addition to talking about the neighborhood’s characteristics in person, realtors also 
hold another key to the proliferation of identifying information by including it in their property 
listings. For many homebuyers, especially those relocating, the listing is often the first 
informational interaction that they will have with a place. The factors mentioned can go a long 
way in the ability of that client to gain a full understanding of where their future home is 
located, and what elements their new community will have to offer them. A survey of Keller 
Williams realtors in Asheville, NC sought to better understand the value placed on arts-related 
language in the listing. With 100% of respondents agreeing that the arts presence in the city 
helps to sell properties, only 11% affirmed that they ‘always’ mentioned the arts in their 
listings, with another 78% claiming to do so if it seemed especially applicable to the location of 
the property. As Burns Maxey in Easthampton, MA positively correlated, the listings in the city 
appear to mention the fact that Easthampton is a state designated cultural district at a high 
rate. In Philadelphia, the incidence of arts-related language varies broadly between 
neighborhoods, with Fairmount listings, for example, making extensive use of the proximity to 
the art museum, and West Philadelphia neighborhoods along the arterial Baltimore Avenue 
mentioning the “vibrant arts community.” 
Kevin Moran of Fairmount CDC supports the idea that mentioning the arts presence of a 
place can move the sale of property along. Creative placemaking is an affordable way to 
smooth the rough edges around a neighborhood, attracting buyers and reinvigorating current 
inhabitants, and he feels that these efforts should get some press. From the realtor’s 
perspective, the arts presence helps to close deals, with the neighborhood that boasts a strong 
arts community often emerging ahead of the ones that do not, in the eyes of the homebuyer. 
He agrees with Jim Robertson, that the apparent artistic touches, in addition to their honorable 
mentions in press and listings, attract positive attention. While the gentrification of an area is 
largely inevitable when development begins, he sees the presence of the arts, and the creative 
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placemaking efforts in general, as having the ability to amplify the positives of gentrification 
while mitigating the negatives.  
With so many seemingly beneficial connections already in place between realtors and 
the creative placemaking process, it feels surprising that there is not already a more defined 
interaction and business building structure in place. The incidence of development groups in 
support of the arts, and the coincidence of realtors in positions of support and participation 
with arts organizations, are jumping-off points for the relationship to be developed and 
deepened, benefitting the professional efforts on both sides of the equation. While a better 
understanding of the creative placemaking process on the part of real estate professionals is in 
order, the foundation is already laid. One challenge in the development of realtor participation 
is that realtors do not have a financial stake in the neighborhood’s success. As this thesis begins 
to approach suggestions for how this relationship can become a more active, curated one, the 
onus of involvement will certainly be on the arts organizations, who have a great deal to gain 
from realtors talking about the robust arts activity in an area.  
Chapter IV: Coalescing and Next Phase Placemaking 
 
What remains is to fully outline the coalescing of creative placemaking and realtor 
involvement, illustrating the next phase of placemaking: populating communities that are 
changing, or have changed, through this process with a supportive constituency, both new 
residents and pre-existing. Gentrification, which we have established is a largely inextricable 
result of the creative placemaking process, is viewed academically as a ‘spatial transformation’ 
(Watkins, 2015), and thus impacts the spatial imaginary held around the space that is 
undergoing a placemaking process. The crux of a “spatial imaginary” is the highly variable ways 
that people interpret cause and effect in a space or around an idea. In the case of creative 
placemaking, the “white spatial imaginary” comes into play as gentrifying areas begin to 
resemble other neighborhoods that have a high population of white people, and look less like 
the community that existed prior to the process beginning. In broader terms, spatial imaginary 
is the imagined understanding that white Americans have of what causes the issues and 
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inequities between African Americans and white Americans, especially as it interacts with our 
understanding of space and privilege. George Lipsitz, a leading theorist on the subject, 
elucidates how racism continues to be pervasive in our divided understanding of which spaces 
are meant for which groups of people, and how that meaning is interpreted differently by each 
group (Lipsitz, 2011). Real estate professionals and placemakers are well-versed in working 
within a spatial imaginary and leveraging the changes and interpretations to attract specific 
attention. Developers and artists see the value in raw materials (Borrup, 2006) working with 
them to craft an identity and shape that identity to a point that is, in essence, more marketable. 
This identity, however, remains a part of the spatial imaginary, able to be communicated in 
variable ways to potential homebuyers who are seeking something specific from the space. The 
very concept of a spatial imaginary allows the identity of a place to change person to person, 
based on their individual interpretation, while remaining attractive to a wide swath of people.   
As organizations like Fairmount CDC focus on artistic placemaking efforts that seek to 
activate areas in temporary, pop-up style ways, putting out decorative planters or light, colorful 
street furniture, Kevin Moran says that they are able to track the responses to these 
interventions and gauge the response of the local population. It mirrors the placemaking 
activities that groups like University City District, the planning and placemaking organization 
based in West Philadelphia who are responsible for installations like the popular Porch at 30th 
Street Station, undertake. There is an opportunity in these projects for realtors to be pulled into 
the feedback process by encouraging them to gather anecdotal information from their clients 
as they walk through the space. With the purpose of these installations being communicated to 
the real estate professionals, there is a greater possibility that the project leaders can have 
information bounced back to them from potential residents who are moving through the space 
with fresh, interested eyes.  
With arts interests engaging in the early stages of the creative placemaking process, 
they are able to link to every other player, making them implicit in the beneficial changes in a 
community that can be pointed to by realtors working in that area as reasons that homebuyers 
should be interested. With a spike in public activities and neighbor involvement in cleanup 
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efforts, drops in crime rate and petty danger, and correlated business growth, creative 
placemaking efforts are clearing a path for realtors to operate more successfully. Making real 
estate partners aware of the work being done, and educating them on where that work 
traditionally leads, will encourage them to share insights with their clients and be active leaders 
in attracting attention to that area. The linkage between artistic intervention and an expansion 
of the marketable area for realtors can be better curated through information sharing and 
professional encouragement. Even in a city like Asheville, NC, with multiple areas undergoing a 
creative placemaking process, only 11% of realtors surveyed had heard the term, suggesting an 
unnecessary and unfortunate lack of inclusion.  
On the flip side of the real estate equation, there is also an opportunity for developers 
and realtors to get involved in efforts to keep artists and current community members in place 
in these areas undergoing creative placemaking, to maintain the momentum and contribute to 
building a community that is inclusive and sustainable, as opposed to one that thoroughly shifts 
under the weight of gentrification and results in a neighborhood that is unrecognizable, which 
is a disservice to residents who preceded the creative placemaking process, as well as those 
who were attracted to the community as a result of it. The need for affordable housing is 
explored by developers who recognize the opportunity for communities to maintain their 
livability and encourage artists to maintain residence, extending the potential for community-
building and change. Realtors benefit from the existence of affordable housing in that they are 
able to recommend the neighborhood to a broader client base, impacting their ability to draw 
attention to the area and speak knowledgeably about the structure and population of the 
community. Neighborhoods with a stratified property base have the potential to develop a 
richer and more varied business corridor and maintain their population growth over time in a 
more sustainable way. 
Working with artists as clients is one way for realtors to impact the ripple-out 
development of neighborhoods surrounding the creative placemaking process’ operational 
core. As the spaces most near the center undergo growth and change, realtors can draw 
attention to more affordable properties adjacent to the gentrifying area, effectively keeping the 
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ball rolling and encouraging development to be an ongoing process. The sustainability of that 
process benefits the real estate sector in the long run, providing an area in which real estate 
professionals can continue to sell property and attract attention to new developments over 
time. The longevity of arts organizations and creative businesses proves a stable community, 
which, as previously mentioned, can be attractive to potential homebuyers. Artists seek to 
break new ground in many ways, including where they live. They encourage realtors to look 
beyond the expected neighborhoods that they might currently be recommending, opening up 
minds to what the next developmental step is by having housing demands that differ from the 
status quo. In this way, artists act as the divining rod for property-bases that have yet to be 
explored.  
And exploration is an invaluable part of the creative placemaking process. Part of the 
complicated nature of this process is that it has to be place-specific. As the popularity of 
placemaking sweeps the creative economy and arts-funding world, it becomes more and more 
apparent that there is no formula for these efforts. The many factors of its success require an 
understanding of a space that is comprehensive, flexible, and forward-thinking. There is a vision 
needed for what the impacts of the placemaking work can lead to, and a clear comprehension 
of who is desirous of the changes being wrought. Realtors can help to define this, sharing 
insights into who is looking at homes in the area and what trends they see being valued in 
neighborhoods where homes are selling well.  
While this is more of an advisory role than has previously been outlined in this thesis, it 
is no less an opportunity that deserves scrutiny. Realtors are accustomed to being sought after 
for their professional opinions on places and potential developments. As it is the long-term 
residents, often homeowners, who are the most stable support base for arts organizations and 
creative placemaking efforts, the realtor can be a connection point that brings new residents 
closer to these organizations more expediently. While the thrust of this work focuses on 
reaching out to those in the real estate sector to subsequently support the work being done, 
they can also be brought into the conversation early to help lay the foundation for and advise 
on changes to come.  
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The growth of home ownership through the gentrification process can serve to stabilize 
a community, and as shifts in that process begin to occur, this need not be as detrimental a 
proposition as it can feel currently. As creative placemakers put more emphasis on the 
vernacular culture of a place and work to maintain it throughout the placemaking process, 
there are additional benefits to be found on the small scale. Carr and Servon indicate the 
benefit to small businesses saying, “neighborhoods characterized by vernacular culture 
incubate a disproportionate number of small businesses. Many of these small businesses grow 
to be big businesses. Others remain small but become stable and serve key niche markets” 
(Carr & Servon, 2009, pg. 2). These “niche markets” are often the current population finally 
being served with amenities that are personalized and required by them. As previously 
outlined, the maintenance of this vernacular culture, while sufficiently positive in and of itself, 
leads to higher rates of tourism, more robust opportunities for development, and a more 
cohesive, inclusive community culture. 
In addition to developments, the history of a place is likewise valuable to the realtors 
who are showing homebuyers around the area. Information about where a community has 
been, and what came before in the historical timeline is both interesting and attractive. Each of 
the areas studied for this thesis have a rich story, or many in Philadelphia’s case, of how the 
place came to be, aesthetically, culturally, and so on. Artists bring this history to the surface, 
sharing elements of it in their work and learning about it to inform their own process and start 
conversations. Artists are also adept at finding the positive aspects in that history, or helping 
their community to learn from the negative ones. Realtors can glean historical facts and 
interpretations from the arts community and leverage that knowledge in speaking with 
potential homebuyers, raising their own profile as people in the know, who can offer their 
clients a clear vantage point from which to view their potential neighborhood in a more holistic 
way. As Jim Robertson of OCF mentioned, people want to know that they are moving into a 
place that has an identity, and their realtor is the initial connection to that knowledge.  
In a way, creative placemakers and realtors are both salespeople, seeking to draw 
attention to what a place has to offer, and the path that it has traveled. For realtors, they have 
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a responsibility to paint a picture of each place that will serve to encourage buyers to connect 
with the space positively. Though some suggest that there is an element of the spin-artist in 
realtors, it must be argued that spin is only necessary where truth, positivity, and knowledge 
are lacking. If realtors have a compulsion to talk-up a neighborhood, then having the tools and 
information to do that truthfully and well benefits everyone. Realtors have the network, and 
are constantly looking to expand their connection base. It serves arts organizations and creative 
placemakers to know who is interested in the area, and reach out to realtors with information 
that potential buyers might find helpful as they seek a new place to call home. For arts 
organizations especially, they have a product that needs to be consumed, and the more arts-
inclined people that are a part of the community, the more successful those organizations can 
hope to be. Audience development is equally supported by the arts organization’s reputation 
being more widely known.  
Chapter V: Conclusion and Recommended Actions 
 
As previously mentioned, the onus of outreach is on the creative placemakers and arts 
organizations especially. Real estate professionals do not have the initial incentive to seek the 
information that is available, though it certainly would behoove them to do so. Once the 
relationship begins to be forged, and the benefits clarified, this directional impulse may shift, 
but for the time being, arts organizations remain instigators in so many ways, and this instance 
is no different. Realtors are ready partners, and any information can only help them build their 
network and business base. The survey of realtors in Asheville’s Keller Williams office offered 
insight into this relationship building asking if they would appreciate opportunities to learn 
more about the arts in Asheville. While 100% responded affirmatively, 80% of those clarified 
that they would if the information was “easy to get.” Simply proffered information would go a 
long way for both arts organizations and real estate professionals, quickly building a mutually 
beneficial relationship that serves to build the community in which both sectors operate.  
Arts organizations and creative placemakers can encourage realtor involvement in a 
number of ways. Offering complimentary tickets to realtors and potential homebuyers, 
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ensuring that show information is circulated to offices, and recommending realty firms in the 
area to their constituents are a few ways that this relationship can begin to form. Reaching out 
to development and realty groups for sponsorships, program ad space, and professional 
services is somewhat more transactional, but still valuable as building blocks in the sharing of 
information about what the arts organizations have going on in the community. Inviting realtors 
and developers onto their boards and advisory councils is another highly beneficial way to 
shave off some mystery and share information readily between organizations. And simply 
inviting real estate professionals to events, fundraisers, and out for an informational meeting 
can go a long way in opening the door indefinitely. Realtors and arts organizations are 
networkers by nature, and this can easily be leveraged to forge a long-term and constantly 
growing relationship. In their case studies, Carr and Servon found that “an economic 
development strategy based on vernacular culture must bubble up from the grassroots” (2013, 
pg. 10), making the networking strength of these players a key component of the larger 
development framework.  
There are many reasons to build this new relationship and work to make it a lasting one. 
While the work of creative placemaking changes along the way, there are multiple points at 
which this relationship proves itself to be a valuable one, and it negotiates the changing 
landscape very well. Arts organizations, in fighting their perceived role in gentrification, can 
work to combat displacement by encouraging people to buy in the area as opposed to rent 
(Freeman, 2005). Their positive alliance with realtors can impact the decision of potential 
residents as the realtor is equipped to paint a fuller picture of the area for prospective buyers. 
There is also a need for the process to be clearly articulated in an effort to engage interest and 
utilitarian understanding around it, and this can be a positive and strengthening exercise for 
creative placemakers, encouraging clarity and communicability.  
Realtors are also a potentially valuable partner in the evaluation process of creative 
placemaking, as they can anecdotally, or potentially formally, report on interest in the area - 
who is inquiring, what the reputation is, and who they experience as being at the forefront of 
buyer groups. As an area develops, they can encourage marketing ideas and language through 
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their own business networks and direct clients to the area who might be especially interested in 
the creative work that is being done. While they lack a financial imperative to sell in that area 
over another, having the community on their radar can nonetheless raise its profile by word-of-
mouth and generate subsequent interest.   
Creative placemaking, while largely focused on an existing population and not 
necessarily intending to develop that area to attract outside attention, does generate change in 
a community that can lead to a new identity beginning to form for the long term, and outside 
interest being peaked by the emerging, shifting identity. While realtors cannot keep people 
from moving into the area that are not supporters of the history and creative process of that 
place, they can help to skew the interest in the direction of those who are, aiding in the building 
of a stable, invested community that is more inclusive. Gentrification is a valuable process, but 
it can also be a dangerous one, leading to a lack of inclusivity, at best, and displacement at 
worst. Realtors can help to spread the word about the community’s developmental direction, 
encouraging migration into the neighborhood that will help stave off some of the more 
detrimental elements of the gentrification process. Often, people move into an area with little 
to no awareness of the ecosystem that they are upsetting. Areas like Point Breeze in 
Philadelphia and Asheville can see intense gaps in the income and interests of their 
populations, as homebuyers are encouraged to spend an exorbitant amount on homes without 
knowing whether that price is truly reflective of the neighborhood, or simply a market scheme 
to see how much people have to spend on the next cool place. 
For artists and arts and culture organizations who are repeatedly implicated in the 
gentrification process, building a relationship with realtors that can positively impact this 
process is a highly beneficial notion. Art, and a broad communication of culture, can break 
through the spatial imaginary and broaden the consumer base for arts and culture activities. It 
benefits arts interests to gain the support of constituencies that were previously harboring the 
presumption that the work being done by these organizations was not intended for them. 
Spatial imaginaries exist for every cultural group, and can be dislodged through greater 
communication and the inclusion of a plethora of players in the development scope, not solely 
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those who have previously been assumed to make up that team. Artists can also find stability 
and a heightened acceptance of their role in the development process by locating more 
permanently in the neighborhood that they are actively working in and impacting. This 
encourages them to deepen their work and embrace the community leadership role that is so 
often their default.  
Involving realtors adds a next phase to the creative placemaking process wherein people 
are encouraged to know more about the community that their property is a part of prior to 
purchasing. While they are not then required to participate in the process, or consume the arts, 
their awareness allows them to inactively be a part of that process, and keeps them from being 
an unwitting detractor from it. In the short term, this creates change that is less divisive and, 
while it may not repair damage done, it can keep that negative impact from deepening and 
remaining an expected part of development. Part of the negative appearance of gentrification 
comes from a lack of information about the role that people play in it. Potential residents do 
not see themselves as gentrifiers if they do not know that there are efforts underway to 
develop that neighborhood in a healthy, sustainable way. Realtors can be the bearers of this 
information and help people find the community that suits their needs, but this information 
must initially generate from those who are most invested in its dissemination – the creative 
placemakers and artists who are seeking to build, maintain, and support strong, inclusive 
communities.  
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Appendices 
Interview Subjects 
 
Burns Maxey. Easthampton City Arts+, Coordinator. Easthampton, MA. Interviewed: July 2, 2015. 
http://www.easthamptoncityarts.com/ 
Cathryn Coate. SSH Real Estate, Senior Vice President. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: August 3, 2015. 
http://sshrealestate.com/ 
Jacob Roller. MM Partners, Founding Partner. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: May 11, 2015. 
http://mmpartnersllc.com/ 
James Sugg. Space & Company, Real Estate Agent. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: August 14, 2015. 
http://spaceandcompany.com/ 
Jim Robertson. OCF Realty, Real Estate Agent. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: August 12, 2015. 
http://www.ocfrealty.com/ 
Jonathan Fink. Keller Williams–Center City, Real Estate Agent. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: August 17, 
2015. http://www.kwphilly.com/ 
Kevin Moran. Fairmount CDC, Executive Director. Philadelphia, PA. Interviewed: August 10, 2015. 
http://www.fairmountcdc.org/ 
Matthew Tavener. Keller Williams – Asheville, Real Estate Agent. Asheville, NC. Interviewed: January 10, 
2016. http://kellerwilliamsasheville.com/ 
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Survey Results 
 
 
http://kellerwilliamsasheville.com/ 
Total Responses: 9 
Created: July 10, 2015 
 
Q6 Over the past 12 months, roughly what percentage of your clients mention the arts in Asheville as 
being part of why they are looking to buy property? 
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Q7 Do you feel the Arts presence in Asheville helps sell property here?  
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Q8 Do you mention the Arts presence in Asheville in your listings and when you are showing 
properties to potential buyers? 
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Q9 Do you feel that an Arts presence impacts the price of property?  
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Q10 Do you mention the Arts in your property listings?  
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Q11 Have you heard the term ‘Creative Placemaking’? 
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Q12 If you had the opportunity to learn more about the Arts in a community, would that impact how 
often you mention the Arts to prospective buyers? 
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Q14 Which factors contributed to choosing where you currently live? (choose all that apply) 
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